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THE RULE OF LAW IN MULTIDISTRICT LITIGATION

David L. Noll* 

From the Deepwater Horizon disaster to the opioid crisis, multidistrict litigation—or simply MDL—has become the preeminent forum for devising solutions to the most difficult problems in the federal courts. MDL works by refusing to follow a regular procedural playbook. Its solutions are case-specific, evolving, and ad hoc. This very flexibility, however, provokes charges that MDL violates basic requirements of the rule of law. 

At the heart of these charges is the assumption that MDL is simply a larger version of the litigation that takes place every day in federal district courts. But MDL is not just different in scale than ordinary litigation; it is different in kind. In structure and operation, MDL parallels programs like Social Security where an administrative agency continuously develops new procedures to handle a high volume of changing claims. Accordingly, MDL is appropriately judged against the “administrative” rule of law that emerged in the decades after World War II, and which underpins the legitimacy of the modern administrative state. 

When one views MDL as an administrative program instead of a larger version of ordinary civil litigation, the real threats to the legitimacy of its model of aggregate litigation come into focus. The problem is not that MDL is ad hoc. Rather, it is that MDL lacks guarantees of transparency, public participation, and judicial review that administrative agencies have operated under since the middle of the twentieth century. The history of the administrative state suggests that MDL’s continued success as a forum for resolving staggeringly complex problems depends on how it addresses these governance deficits.
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INTRODUCTION

In a widely-publicized December 2017 order, the Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation (JPML) transferred all litigation involving the sale and distribution of opioids that was pending in federal court to the Northern District of Ohio for coordinated pre-trial proceedings.1 No sooner had the cases been transferred to Ohio than the judge assigned to manage them, Dan Aaron Polster, announced he did not intend to follow the usual order of business under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP).2 “The federal court[s],” Polster said, “are probably the least likely branch of government to try and tackle” the opioid crisis. “[B]ut candidly, the other branches of government, federal and state, have punted.”3 Noting that around 150 Americans were dying every day from opioid overdoses, Polster declared he wanted the parties to devise a settlement that would “do something meaningful to abate this crisis.”4 And he wanted it within a year.5

Judge Polster’s attempts to forge a global opioid settlement have yet to bear fruit.6 His remarks, however, provide a revealing window into the world of modern multidistrict litigation (MDL). From the Deepwater Horizon disaster to the opioid crisis, MDL has become the preeminent forum for working out solutions to the most intractable problems in the U.S. legal system.7 To do so, judges and lawyers devise ad hoc solutions to problems of organization, settlement, and management that arise in particular cases. As expressed by one judge: “I see ways to change course each time, new ways to tweak it. . . . Every case is different.”8 As expressed by another, “Practices are always evolving.”9

---


3 Id.

4 Id.

5 Id.


9 Id. The respondents in Professor’s Gluck survey were granted anonymity. Professor Gluck notes they included “twenty judges (fifteen federal, five state), each with significant experience in MDL litigation.” Id. at 1675.
As MDL has grown in importance, critics have charged that its procedural flexibility violates the rule of law. The charges come from both sides of the “v.” On one hand, legal scholars concerned with MDL’s plaintiffs contend that MDL’s lack of regular procedure allows the lawyers who control it to enrich themselves at the expense of plaintiffs for whom they perform “common benefit” work. Large corporate defendants traditionally made heavy use of MDL, which allows them to centralize federal court litigation and delay the resolution of mass torts. But as plaintiffs used MDL to drive billion-dollar settlements in cases like the Volkswagen clean diesel litigation, defendants joined long-standing academic complaints about MDL’s ad hocery. Citing statistics that purport to show MDL’s cases make up more than 40% of the federal docket, defense groups argue that MDL’s unstructured procedure encourages the filing of meritless claims and subjects them to unfair settlement pressure.

The attack on MDL took on new urgency as the corporate defense bar mobilized behind reforms that would subject MDL to its own procedural rules. In late 2017, three interest groups persuaded the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules to form a subcommittee to study MDL-specific amendments to the FRCPs. If those amendments are adopted, MDL would for the first time be subject to rules other than those in the ordinary federal rules. Also in 2017, the House of Representatives passed H.R. 985, the “Fairness in Class Action Litigation and Furthering Asbestos Claim Transparency Act,” which included several MDL-related provisions. Neither the new subcommittee

---

10 Elizabeth Chamblee Burch, Monopolies in Multidistrict Litigation, 70 VAND. L. REV. 67, 107 (2017). See also infra note 134 (collecting further scholarship on agency problems in MDL).
11 See Mark Hermann, To MDL or Not to MDL? A Defense Perspective, LITIG., Summer 1998, at 43.
15 Id. at 98.
16 See id. at 89.
nor H.R. 985 is likely to result in immediate changes to MDL procedure. But they reflect a determined, well-organized, and well-funded effort to reform MDL. That project is explicitly premised on the view that MDL as now practiced violates the rule of law.

Does it? This Article argues that one cannot answer that question without a better understanding of what MDL is. As this Article shows, MDL is not simply a super-sized version of the litigation that takes place every day in federal court, but a form of public administration that blends tools of ordinary litigation with tools of institutional design more commonly found in programs such as Social Security. As such, MDL is properly judged against the “administrative” rule of law that emerged in the United States in the decades following World War II. From this perspective, MDL’s ad hocery is less of a concern than its lack of structural features that underpin the legitimacy of the federal administrative state.

The attack on MDL draws on a conception of the rule of law that equates it with fair procedures laid down in advance of disputes. The use of such procedures ensures that courts resolve cases in a fair and predictable manner. To some, they are essential to the very idea of adjudication. For example, Lon Fuller argued that adjudication “must act through openly declared rule or principle, and the grounds on which it acts must display some continuity through time. Without this, joinder of argument becomes impossible and all the conventional safeguards that surround decision . . . forfeit their meaning.”

But this understanding of the rule of law is hardly the only one relevant to the legitimacy of novel governmental institutions. In a number of well-established federal programs, Congress delegated open-ended authority to an administrative agency to overcome its own inability to predict the procedures needed to resolve an anticipated flood of cases. MDL does the same. The system’s enabling statute, the Multidistrict Litigation Act of 1968, first authorizes the JPML to centralize cases before a single district judge. It then directs the judge to conduct “coordinated or consolidated pretrial

---

18 See MDL Subcommittee Report in Advisory Committee on Civil Rules, Agenda Book 207, 207 (Apr. 2-3, 2019) (noting the subcommittee’s belief that a survey of federal judges may be valuable, “but also that such a survey should be deferred until it is clearer what possible amendment ideas seem most worthy of serious study”), https://www.uscourts.gov/sites/default/files/2019-04_civil_rules_agenda_book.pdf.
19 See RULES 4 MDLS, https://www.rules4mdls.com/ (last visited Feb. 15, 2019) (“With so much of the pending federal civil caseload consolidated into MDL cases, the FRCP should be modernized with clear, uniform rules that apply in MDL cases, benefiting all stakeholders by providing the same fairness, clarity and certainty that the FRCP ensure for all other civil cases.”).
20 See infra text accompanying notes 120-123.
proceedings”—a directive that judges have interpreted as an instruction to develop ad hoc procedures to overcome emergent problems. In all of this, MDL follows a pattern familiar from federal administrative programs, using courts rather than administrative agencies as its delegate.

If MDL’s procedural flexibility is no big deal, however, other aspects of its model of aggregate litigation are a source of concern. Responding to criticisms remarkably similar to those leveled at contemporary MDL, mid-century legal reformers devised alternative structures to protect against arbitrary action in administrative programs that were not governed by regular court procedures. In brief, those structures aimed to ensure the transparency of the administrative process (e.g., by requiring advance notice of certain actions), the accessibility of the process (most notably by guaranteeing “an opportunity to participate” in rulemaking), and liberal opportunities for judicial review of agency action. Those structures contributed to a distinctive “administrative” conception of the rule of law, which played an important role establishing the legitimacy of the modern administrative state. And they are largely lacking in MDL. The problem, then, is not that MDL is ad hoc. It is that MDL lacks guarantees of transparency, public participation, and ex post review that underpin modern administration.

This point has important implications for the current debate over MDL reform. Recognizing the vulnerability of a system that operates without regular procedure or the guarantees of reasoned decision-making that apply to administrative agencies, corporate defendants and their allies have proposed reforms that would cripple MDL’s utility as a forum for controversies that cannot be resolved through regular procedure. For example, Andrew Pollis proposes that any of the thousands of parties gathered in a large MDL be permitted to appeal any interlocutory order that raises an “important issue[] of unsettled law.” That proposal would undoubtedly address the immunity from ex-post review that many of a transferee judge’s decisions currently enjoy. But it invites strategic abuse that would undermine judges’ ability to manage cases to resolution.

The choice is not so stark. Reconceiving MDL as a form of public administration highlights alternative reforms that would preserve MDL’s dynamism while making it more transparent, accessible, and accountable. For example, MDL judges are not required to publish case management orders and transcripts of proceedings in a format that is reasonably accessible to

---

23 Id.
24 See infra text accompanying notes 275-280
MDL'd plaintiffs and their counsel. The nature of lead counsel's duties to consolidated plaintiffs—and, conversely, those plaintiffs' authority to participate in case-management decisions—is uncertain. And as Pollis notes, many case-management decisions are effectively final once they are entered. Administrative law contains models for addressing these shortcomings, which would not cripple MDL's capacity to resolve staggeringly complex disputes.

This Article contributes to recent scholarship on "ad hoc procedure" by showing how ad hoc procedure is central to the design of section 1407 and MDL's ability to resolve complex litigation. It also holds insights for two related literatures.

The first is the burgeoning literature on MDL. Unpacking the structural choices that define MDL's model of aggregate litigation, the Article helps explain the growth of MDL and highlights institutional reforms that are not apparent when MDL is approached as a larger version of ordinary civil litigation.

The second literature examines the relationship between court and agency implementation of federal regulatory programs. Legal scholars and political scientists have long recognized that when Congress enacts a statute, it chooses between the statute being implemented by courts or an agency (or agencies) in the first instance. That choice is often said to be exclusive: Congress either charges an agency with implementing the statute (subject to judicial review) or Congress authorizes courts to hear claims under the statute. But as MDL shows, the border between court and agency implementation is more porous. In particular, MDL shows how Congress can

---


30 E.g., Lemos, supra note 29, at 434 ("judicial interpretations are likely to be narrower than those of agencies"); Fiorina, supra note 29, at 35 ("Congress delegates power to regulatory agencies instead of passing laws and allowing the courts to oversee their enforcement.").
use Article III courts to perform functions that are commonly thought to be the province of administrative agencies and executive departments. Thus, this Article adds to the small body of legal scholarship highlighting ways in which the judiciary itself functions as an administrative agency. To date, that literature has focused on idiosyncratic issues such as the Supreme Court’s certiorari process and choice of policymaking forms. These accounts overlook the elephant in the room of “judicial administration:” MDL.

Part I of this Article describes the prevalence of ad hoc procedure in MDL. Part II connects MDL’s ad hockery to the debate over MDL and the rule of law. It shows that MDL’s use of ad hoc procedure lies at the heart of the argument that MDL violates the rule of law, and that the recent attack on MDL approaches it as a form of litigation that is appropriately evaluated through the norms governing ordinary civil litigation. Part III argues that, contrary to this conventional wisdom, MDL is best understood as a hybrid form of public administration. Evaluating MDL through the lens of the “administrative” rule of law, Part III explains that while criticisms that motivate recent reform proposals miss the mark, MDL lacks structural features that are central to the legitimacy of the modern administrative state. Part IV examines the implications for the ongoing debate over MDL reform.

I. MDL’S “UNORTHODOX CIVIL PROCEDURE”

As Judge Polster’s remarks suggest, MDL is a site of intense procedural innovation. The attorneys and judges who control MDL do not resolve cases using a standard procedural playbook but regularly devise new ways of organizing, investigating, and resolving cases. Analogizing procedural design in MDL to the explosion of unorthodox legislative pathways in Congress, Abbe Gluck writes of MDL’s “unorthodox civil procedure.” According to critics, the use of such procedure makes MDL incompatible with the rule of law.

---

31 See, e.g., Kathryn A. Watts, Constraining Certiorari Using Administrative Law Principles, 160 U. PA. L. REV. 1 (2011); Glen Staszewski & Lumen N. Mulligan, The Supreme Court’s Regulation of Civil Procedure: Lessons From Administrative Law, 59 UCLA L. REV. 1188 (2012); see also Scott Dodson, Should the Rules Committees Have an Amicus Role?, 104 VA. L. REV. 1 (2018). This phenomenon is in one sense the converse of administrative agencies making judicial procedure, see, e.g., Urja Mittal, Note, Litigation Rulemaking, 127 YALE L.J. 1010 (2018); David L. Noll, Regulating Arbitration, 105 CAL. L. REV. 985 (2017), and the use of agencies to police access to Article III courts, see David Freeman Engstrom, Agencies as Litigation Gatekeepers, 123 YALE L.J. 530 (2013). Each of these bodies of work draws on a body of political science scholarship that “seeks to shift from a focus on the judiciary as an autonomous bubble, in which judges make policy according to their own preferences, to a focus on the judiciary as an institution that is used, strategically and instrumentally, by the elected branches in support of their political and policy agendas.” Farhang, supra note 29, at 32.

32 See id.

33 See Gluck, supra note 8, at 1669.
This Part outlines the developments behind that charge, focusing on “mega” MDLs\textsuperscript{34} that motivate proposals in Congress and the rulemaking process to reform MDL.\textsuperscript{35} This Part first situates MDL procedure-making within the larger universe of ad hoc procedure. It then provides a roadmap to the procedures that have emerged in modern MDL. Finally, it explains the larger structural features that influence procedure-making in MDL.

A. Ad Hoc Procedure in MDL

While it is widely recognized that MDL is more dynamic than ordinary civil litigation, it is hardly the only context where ad hoc procedure is found. In prior scholarship, Pamela Bookman and I surveyed the many contexts where lawmakers develop new procedures to address emergent procedural problems and the kinds of law that formalize these innovations. Ad hoc procedure is used in state and federal courts, international institutions, and private dispute resolution systems.\textsuperscript{36} It is formalized in federal and state statutes, court orders, court rules, local rules, special-purpose institutions, international agreements, contracts, party agreements, and customs that lack the force of law.\textsuperscript{37} In short, “[o]nce one begins to look for ad hoc procedure, examples of it appear everywhere.”\textsuperscript{38}

\textsuperscript{34}The MDL literature conventionally defines “mega” MDLs as those where more than 1,000 actions are transferred to a single court. See, e.g., John G. Heyburn II, A View from the Panel: Part of the Solution, 82 Tul. L. Rev. 2225, 2230 (2008). Unless the transferee judge limits joinder under Rule 20, a single action may of course include many plaintiffs and defendants.

\textsuperscript{35}The JPML compiles some statistics about its activities and the federal MDL docket, and a handful of researchers have done valuable work on characteristics of MDL’d cases. See e.g., Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation - Judicial Business 2017, United States Courts, https://www.uscourts.gov/statistics-reports/judicial-panel-multidistrict-litigation-judicial-business-2017; Williams supra note 14; Zachary D. Clopton & Andrew D. Bradt, Party Preferences in Multidistrict Litigation, 107 Cal. L. Rev. (forthcoming 2019). However, no body systematically collects information about the progression of specific MDLs and how they are resolved. The absence of such data means that claims about how MDL functions inevitably have an impressionistic quality and invite objections along the lines of: “That’s not how MDL X worked!”

In the absence of systematic empirical data, this Part relies on Gluck’s interviews with MDL transferee judges and a review of all publicly available filings and transcripts in three MDLs that have been litigated over the past decade to describe practice in mega MDLs. The MDLs are In re: Vioxx Products Liability Litigation, MDL No. 1657 (E.D. La.) (Fallon, J.), In re: Oil Spill by the Oil Rig “Deepwater Horizon,” MDL No. 2179 (E.D. La.) (Barbier, J.), and In re: National Prescription Opiate Litigation, MDL No. 2804 (N.D. Oh.) (Polster, J.). I selected these three MDLs because transcripts of court proceedings were available from the transferee court or Bloomberg Law’s replica of the district court’s CM/ECF system, and because they culminated in different types of resolutions: a non-class aggregate settlement (Vioxx), a series of class action settlements (Deepwater Horizon), and a litigation that, as of writing, had not been resolved (Opioids). These litigations are not representative of the entire universe of MDL—a category that includes smaller cases that proceed in a manner not dissimilar from ordinary litigation. See Williams, supra note 14 (manuscript at 2 tbl. 2); Zachary D. Clopton, MDL as Category (working paper on file with author). However, they illustrate the kind of mega case that both motivated section 1407’s enactment and motivate current proposals to rule-ify MDL. As such, they provide a workable sample for evaluating proposals that MDL should be reformed in response to problems revealed in mega MDLs.

\textsuperscript{36}Bookman & Noll, supra note 27 at 784-91.

\textsuperscript{37}Id.

\textsuperscript{38}Id. at 785.
Moreover, judges have considerable discretion in even ordinary cases. According to some proceduralists, the use of discretion to facilitate resolution “on the merits” is the guiding ethos of the 1938 FRCPs. In addition to the many matters that the rules explicitly leave to district courts’ discretion, courts have “inherent authority to manage their dockets and courtrooms with a view toward the efficient and expedient resolution of cases.” And a court sitting in equity has discretion to shape procedures and remedies if an adequate remedy is not available at law. Courts have invoked these authorities to develop new procedures in complex commercial litigation, public law litigation, national security cases, and other contexts.

Even so, MDL is home to an unusual amount of procedural innovation. In the opioid litigation, for example, Judge Polster announced that he would not entertain motion practice because he wanted the parties to focus on settlement. In ordinary litigation, the entry of such an order would be an aggressive, and potentially reversible, application of a district judge’s discretion. In a mega MDL, it is all in a day’s work.

B. A Roadmap of MDL Procedure

MDL’s continual innovation makes it impossible to compile an exhaustive catalog of the procedures that it has generated. But the different stages in the

---


44 See In re Initial Pub. Offerings Sec. Litig., 471 F.3d 24, 27 (2d Cir. 2006) (discussing proceedings in “six ‘focus cases’ out of 310 consolidated class actions, which themselves were consolidations of thousands of separate class actions”).


46 See Sinnar, supra note 27.

47 See Martha Minow, Judge for the Situation: Judge Jack Weinstein, Creator of Temporary Administrative Agencies, 97 Colum. L. Rev. 2010 (1997).

48 Case Management Order One ¶ 6(g), In re: National Prescription Opiate Litigation (N.D. Oh. Apr. 11, 2018) (Doc. No. 232) (“No party may file any motion not expressly authorized by this Order absent further Order of this Court or express agreement of the parties.”) https://www.ohnd.uscourts.gov/sites/ohnd/files/cmo%201.pdf.

49 See Richardson Greenshields Sec., Inc. v. Lau, 825 F.2d 647 (2d Cir. 1987) (granting writ of mandamus to reverse district court’s denial of motion where filing of timely motion was prevented by district court’s demand for pre-motion conference).
lifecycle of an MDL predictably give rise to certain types of problems that are addressed through new procedures. For the benefit of those new to MDL, this section provides a brief roadmap.

1. The Statutory Framework

MDL takes place under the authority of 28 U.S.C. § 1407, which was added to the Code by the Multidistrict Litigation Act of 1968.\(^{50}\) The statute establishes the JPML\(^{51}\) and authorizes it to transfer cases to a district court of its choosing “for coordinated or consolidated pretrial proceedings.” Transfer proceedings may be initiated by a litigant or the JPML “upon its own initiative.”\(^{52}\) The standard for transfer mirrors the standard under the ordinary venue transfer statute, 28 U.S.C. § 1404: the panel may transfer “civil actions involving one or more common questions of fact . . . upon its determination that transfers for such proceedings will be for the convenience of parties and witnesses and will promote the just and efficient conduct of such actions.”\(^{53}\) In contrast to section 1404, the transfer decision is made by the JPML, not the court where an action was filed.

In the argot of MDL practitionerers, the district court where cases are transferred is known as the “transferee” or “MDL” court. After the panel transfers cases to the transferee court, section 1407 authorizes the transferee judge to conduct “coordinated or consolidated pretrial proceedings.”\(^{54}\) Section 1407 does not define the transferee judge’s powers, but courts have held that “[t]he transferee judge inherits the entire pretrial jurisdiction that the transferor court could have exercised had the case not been transferred.”\(^{55}\) Thus, the transferee judge can rule on pre-trial motions, manage discovery, appoint masters, hold settlement conferences, enter trial orders, and generally do else that a district judge does during pre-trial. At the conclusion of pre-trial proceedings, “[e]ach action so transferred shall be remanded by the panel . . . to the district from which it was transferred unless it shall have been previously terminated.”\(^{56}\) In *Lexecon Inc. v. Milberg Weiss Bershad Hynes & Lerach*, the Supreme Court concluded that this directive prohibited the


\(^{52}\) 1407(c).

\(^{53}\) Cf. 28 U.S.C. § 1404(a) ("For the convenience of parties and witnesses, in the interest of justice, a district court may transfer any civil action to any other district or division where it might have been brought or to any district or division to which all parties have consented.").

\(^{54}\) 28 U.S.C. § 1407(a).


\(^{56}\) 28 U.S.C. § 1407(a).
practice of “self-transfer,” in which a transferee court used section 1404 to transfer a case to itself for trial.  

Although MDL has been an important form of litigation since Congress enacted section 1407 in 1968, its importance grew after Congress enacted the Class Action Fairness Act of 2005 (CAFA). That statute liberalized the requirements of federal diversity jurisdiction in certain “class” and “mass” actions, making it easier for defendants to remove those actions to federal court. Once removed, MDL allows cases to be centralized in a single forum.

2. Organizing the Litigation

An initial challenge in a large MDL is to organize the thousands of parties and lawyers whose cases are transferred to a single court. Two decades ago, Judith Resnik, Denny Curtis, and Deborah Hensler observed that MDL transferee judges create “ad hoc law firms” through orders that charge lawyers with coordinating the prosecution or defense of consolidated cases. The need for such orders arises from the sheer number of cases and attorneys in a mega-MDL. Absent centralized plaintiff’s leadership (and a centralized defense in multi-defendant cases), hundreds or thousands of individual parties would engage in simultaneous discovery and motion practice, transforming the litigation into a Babel of conflicting motions, orders, and discovery demands.

A prototypical case-management orders appoints a Plaintiffs’ Steering Committee (PSC) that functions as a board of directors for plaintiffs, lead counsel who is charged with day-to-day management of the litigation, and various specialized committees which are charged with tasks like communicating with non-lead counsel, performing discovery, and settlement negotiations. Orders are entered under Rule 16, which permits a court to adopt special procedures for managing potentially difficult or protracted actions, and Rule 42, which permits a court to consolidate actions and “issue any other orders to avoid unnecessary cost or delay.”

61 See In re Air Crash Disaster, 549 F.2d 1006, 1013 (5th Cir. 1977).
The court-appointed leadership cannot settle or dismiss non-lead’s cases consistent with traditional limits on non-party preclusion.\(^{64}\) As one transferee judge observed, however, leadership nevertheless has “authority to make any number of decisions that are binding, either literally or effectively, on all . . . plaintiffs.”\(^{65}\) Appointment orders accomplish this by restricting the authority of non-lead counsel to engage in ordinary motion practice, take discovery, and access court resources. For example, orders entered in the General Motors ignition switch litigation provided that “Lead Counsel was expected to take the lead in speaking on behalf of all plaintiffs [at conferences] and that, barring permission, [Lead Counsel] would be the only counsel to speak at conferences on behalf of plaintiffs.”\(^{66}\) If non-leadership attorneys felt “that Lead Counsel [could not] adequately represent their views,” they were “invited either to put issues on the agenda for a particular status conference via Lead Counsel and counsel for Defendants or to submit a letter motion to the Court requesting permission to be heard.”\(^{67}\)

The mostly theoretical control that individual plaintiffs exercise over their own cases means that MDL is not, formally speaking, a type of representative litigation. As a practical matter, however, appointment orders carve out a limited exception to the rule against non-party preclusion. The justification for that exception is not that, by advocating their clients’ interests, lead counsel necessarily advances the interests of the “class.”\(^{68}\) Rather, the exception is justified by the collective action problems that would otherwise make resolution of an MDL impossible.

As the Fifth Circuit reasoned in an early decision approving the appointment of lead counsel:

An order consolidating actions during the pre-trial stages, together with the appointment of a general counsel may in many instances prove the only effective means of channeling the efforts of counsel along constructive lines. . . By making manageable litigation that otherwise would run out of control they serve interests of the court, the litigants, the other counsel, and the bar, and of the public at large, who are entitled to their chance at access to unimpacted courts.\(^{69}\)


\(^{66}\) Id. at *2.

\(^{67}\) Id.

\(^{68}\) Cf. Fed. R. Civ. P. 23

\(^{69}\) In re Air Crash Disaster at Fla. Everglades on Dec. 29, 1972, 549 F.2d 1006, 1014, 1017 (5th Cir. 1977) (quoting MacAlister v. Guterma, 263 F.2d 65 (2d Cir. 1958) (internal punctuation modified).
Consistent with this rationale, appointment orders recognize that plaintiffs collected before an MDL court may seek different things from the litigation.\textsuperscript{70} Thus, orders aim to “ensur[e] that the PSC represents the broadest possible swath of claimants or claims,”\textsuperscript{71} implicitly adopting a democratic model of litigating authority.\textsuperscript{72} Leadership is not authorized to act on behalf of the plaintiff “class” because consolidated plaintiffs necessarily want the same thing out of the MDL as leadership’s clients. Rather, leadership’s authority is premised on the practical necessity of coordinating the plaintiffs’ actions. Appointment orders assume that MDL plaintiffs will be better off with centralized representation because leaders will advance the interests of plaintiffs as a group, and the alternative is chaos.\textsuperscript{73}

Leadership appointments are prestigious and lucrative positions.\textsuperscript{74} Leadership attorneys are compensated for “common benefit” work they perform on behalf of consolidated plaintiffs through court orders that require non-lead counsel to contribute a percentage of their contingent fees to a fund that the court distributes.\textsuperscript{75}

As Resnik, Curtis, and Hensler observe, however, little positive law governs the leaders’ selection or compensation.\textsuperscript{76} Neither section 1407 nor the Federal Rules address the selection of MDL leadership; often, the court simply approves a “consensus” slate negotiated by plaintiffs’ counsel.\textsuperscript{77} No statute or rule specifically authorizes the court to award leadership common benefit fees or addresses how such fees should be allocated.\textsuperscript{78} No statute or rule sets terms for leadership’s relationship with consolidated plaintiffs.\textsuperscript{79} In the absence of legislation or rules, elaborate best practices evolved surrounding each of these subjects. For example, in the Volkswagen clean diesel litigation, Judge Charles Breyer entered a 16-page protocol governing matters such as bookkeeping, compensable work, and compensation for the use of attorneys’ private jets.\textsuperscript{80}

\textsuperscript{70} See Morris A. Ratner, Class Conflicts, 92 WASH. L. REV. 785, 851 (2017).
\textsuperscript{71} Id.
\textsuperscript{73} See Ratner, supra note 70, at 851.
\textsuperscript{74} See Elizabeth Chamblee Burch & Margaret S. Williams, Repeat Players in Multidistrict Litigation: The Social Network, 102 CORNELL L. REV. 1445, 1526 (2017).
\textsuperscript{76} See Resnik et al., supra note 60 at 326-36.
\textsuperscript{77} See Burch & Williams, supra note 28, at 1459.
\textsuperscript{78} See Fallon, supra note 75 at 376 (“The theoretical bases for the application of the common fund concept to MDLs are the same as for class actions—namely, equity and her blood brother, quantum meruit.”).
\textsuperscript{80} See Pretrial Order No. 11, In re: Volkswagen “Clean Diesel” MDL, No. 15-MD-2672-CRB (JSC) (N.D. Cal. Feb. 25, 2016) (Docket No. 1254) (“Private or charter travel will not be reimbursed except in unusual
Even when control of the litigation is centralized in a PSC and lead counsel, docketing and organizing cases may involve serious logistical problems. To streamline filing, courts and attorneys invented the practice of “direct filing,” which allows a plaintiff to file directly in the MDL court rather than having a case transferred there by the JPML. To manage the variety of claims asserted in MDL, courts have ordered the filing of a “master complaint” or “master administrative complaint.” Where a single complaint cannot accommodate all of the plaintiffs’ claims, courts have used “pleading bundles”—essentially, master complaints for different types of parties or claims. In the Deepwater Horizon MDL, lead counsel proposed establishing different master complaints for different types of claims plaintiffs asserted against BP, TransOcean, and Halliburton. After the district court approved the idea in principle, counsel devised specific pleading bundles. The court “so ordered” the bundles, and the clerk’s office modified its electronic filing system so that plaintiffs could “join” a pleading bundle by filing a short-form complaint drafted by lead plaintiff’s counsel.

3. Managing the Litigation

MDL’s ad hocery continues in the pre-trial stage. Here, the need for new procedure arises from the desire to move the litigation into a posture in which it can be resolved. Contrary to conventional wisdom, however, the endgame of MDL is not necessarily settlement. Douglas Smith details a variety of procedures that courts have invented to screen and cull cases. They include plaintiff and defendant fact sheets, “show cause” orders that require parties to define claims or show they are non-frivolous, Lone Pine orders that require proof of facts crucial to plaintiffs’ claims, and assisted
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82 See In re Bridgestone/Firestone Inc., ATX, ATX II & Wilderness Tires Prods. Liab. Litig., 155 F. Supp. 2d 1069, 1075-76 (S.D. Ind. 2001) (“Master Complaint. . . combines dozens of class action complaints involving Firestone tires that were filed in or removed to federal district courts throughout the country and transferred to this MDL proceeding.”).
85 See Edward F. Sherman, The MDL Model for Resolving Complex Litigation if a Class Action Is Not Possible, 82 Tul. L. Rev. 2205, 2219 (2008) (“very function” of MDL “is to coordinate and resolve multistate litigation”).
review using magistrate judges and special masters. Judges have used a range of devices, from special committees to anti-suit injunctions, to “coordinate” related state-court litigation. In the late 1990s, courts devised the concept of “bellwether trials” to create settlement pressure where cases remained pending after discovery and culling. In rare cases, transferee judges fed up with the lack of progress toward resolution have remanded cases to transferor courts for trial or threatened to do so.

A striking feature of MDL practice is its lack of a fixed order of battle. Federal civil litigation typically proceeds in a predictable order, with motion practice leading to discovery, summary judgment, Daubert motions, and, in rare cases that survive without settling or being dismissed, trial. In the mega-MDLs that are this Article’s focus, this order of battle is often discarded. Courts separate litigation into tracks, stay discovery in order to focus litigation on particular cases or issues, or limit proceedings to issues such as general causation that hold the potential to make or break many cases at once. The common thread running through these orders is that they address the needs of specific cases. As judges in Professor Gluck’s survey emphasized, “every MDL is different.”

89 See Margaret S. Thomas, Morphing Case Boundaries in Multidistrict Litigation Settlements, 63 EMORY L.J. 1339 (2014).
92 This statement is based on the author’s experience as a clerk in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York and conversations with federal judges and attorneys whose practice focuses on civil litigation in federal court. There are few studies that systematically examine the progress of federal civil litigation. However, the hypothesis that cases proceed in a regular order is consistent with findings in Laura Beth Nielsen, Robert L. Nelson & Ryon Lancaster, Individual Justice or Collective Legal Mobilization? Employment Discrimination Litigation in the Post-Civil Rights United States, 7 J. EMP. L. STUDS. 175 (2010). That study coded for six mutually exclusive outcomes—(1) dismissal, (2) early settlement, (3) summary judgment loss for plaintiff, (4) late settlement, (5) trial win for plaintiff, and (6) trial loss for plaintiff—and found a drop-off of cases at each stage. See id. at 185-87. But see Alexandra D. Lahav, Procedural Design, 71 VAND. L. REV. 821 (2018) (arguing on the basis of “appellate opinions in a variety of procedural areas” that “the textbook order is not an accurate description of civil procedure in the federal courts”).
96 Gluck, supra note 8, at 1689.
4. Resolution

The aggregate settlements that many MDLs culminate in are another site of procedural innovation. The prototypical settlement resolves all the cases collected before a transferee judge by establishing a special-purpose claims facility to process claims according to streamlined procedures negotiated by the defendant and plaintiff’s leadership. These claims facilities are their own ad hoc institutions. The claims program established in the Deepwater Horizon MDL consisted of “the Court-appointed Claims Administrator, Patrick Juneau, and his staff of 25 people, who in turn employ five Claims Vendors employing more than 3,200 people working in locations throughout the country.” The group had headquarters in Louisiana and nineteen “Claims Assistance Centers” throughout the Gulf Coast region.

Any settlement must pull in parties, screen and evaluate claims, and protect settling defendants against future litigation. As Elizabeth Burch shows, provisions that perform these functions migrate from MDL to MDL as the state of the art evolves. An example is provided by is the “inventory settlement” provisions that appeared in the early 2000s. After the Supreme Court’s decisions in Amchem and Ortiz appeared to bar the use of settlements classes to resolve mass torts, attorneys devised contractual provisions that had much the same effect. Described by their authors as a “remarkable approach to resolution of ‘mass tort’ litigation” that “promis[e]d to become the template for similar resolution of future litigations of this kind,” the provisions required attorneys to recommend a settlement to their entire client base. After first being used in the Propulsid MDL, they reappeared in the Vioxx, Forsamax, and Yasmin/Yaz MDLs. More recently, MDL catalyzed the reemergence of settlement class actions that Amchem and Ortiz appeared to bar. Reasoning that mega-MDLs provide structural guarantees of fairness missing in Amchem and Ortiz, courts approved class settlements

97 See, e.g., In re Deepwater Horizon, 739 F.3d 790, 796 (5th Cir. 2014); In re Vioxx Prods. Liab. Litig., 650 F. Supp. 2d 549, 559 (E.D. La. 2009).
98 See In re Oil Spill by Oil Rig Deepwater Horizon in Gulf of Mexico, on Apr. 20, 2010, 910 F. Supp. 2d 891, 904 (E.D. La. 2012).
99 Id.
101 Burch, supra note 10, at 92 tbl. 1.
103 Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs’ Steering Committee’s Motion for Award of Attorney’s Fees and Reimbursement of Costs at 4, In re Propulsid Prods. Liab. Litig., No. 2:00-md-01355-EEF-KWR (E.D. La. May 3, 2005).
104 Burch, supra note 10, at 99.
notwithstanding conflicts of interests that those cases suggested could only be addressed through subclassing. 106

Again, one must be careful not to overstate MDL’s uniqueness. The contractual nature of settlement means that it always provides an opportunity to devise creative solutions that a court following the strictures of the law could not impose. 107 Furthermore, scholars have shown that the major developments in the lifecycle of an MDL—aggregation of related claims, transfer of control to sophisticated bargaining agents, and mass resolution through grids or algorithms that resolve claims through factors shown to drive verdicts and settlements—occur whenever the market generates large numbers of factually related claims. 108 In this sense, MDL structures underlying market dynamics, rather than creating the conditions for settlement from scratch.

All the same, MDL has been remarkably successful at catalyzing innovative settlements. A “Who’s Who” of the largest and most innovative settlements devised over the past decade would be crowded with settlements negotiated in an MDL. 109 Indeed, it would probably contain nothing but.

C. The Structural Environment for MDL Procedure-Making

Before turning to the debate over MDL’s legality, three overarching features of MDL procedure-making deserve mention. First, procedure-making in MDL is bottom-up, not top-down. As Burch, Gluck, and Margie Williams show, the central players in the design of MDL procedure are transferee judges and “repeat player” lawyers who have built specialized MDL practices. 110 Like Daniel Plainview’s character in There Will Be Blood, lawyers travel from case to case, bringing procedures they created in prior MDLs with them to new litigations. 111 Even modest efforts to impose hierarchical control on MDL procedure trail the state of the art by years. 112

106 See Ratner, supra note 70, at 827-28 (discussing the Deepwater Horizon, NFL concussion, and In re: Pet Food Products Liability Litigation settlements).


109 For an initial effort to create such a database, see NYU CENTER FOR CIVIL JUSTICE, AGGREGATE LITIGATION DATA PROJECT (last visited Feb. 15, 2019), http://www.law.nyu.edu/centers/civiljustice/projects.

110 Gluck, supra 88, at 1701; Burch & Williams, supra note 28, at 1475-87.

111 See, e.g., Transcript of Discovery Conference 28-29, In re: National Prescription Opiate Litigation, MDL No. 2804 (N.D. Oh.) (“MR. BUCHANAN: . . . I have a stack of order after order in the last two or three years in major pieces of litigation with many thousands of cases, . . . involving Johnson & Johnson, Volkswagen . . . .”); Transcript of Status Conference Proceedings 51, In re: Oil Spill by the Oil Rig “Deepwater Horizon,” MDL No. 2179.
Second, many decisions in MDL are effectively immune from appellate review. The reason is that MDL inherits the procedural apparatus of ordinary litigation, including the final judgment rule of 28 U.S.C. § 1291. That section generally requires that a party await final judgment before taking an appeal. Thus, a party that objects to, say, the appointment of lead counsel or use of pleading bundles must wait until judgment is entered to appeal the relevant orders. During that time, the litigation may settle, presenting the party with a choice between quick resolution under the settlement or appealing the objectionable order. If the case does not settle, years may elapse before final judgment is entered.

These two features might suggest that procedure-making in MDL is totally unrestrained. In fact, a review of transcripts from major MDLs shows many situations in which lead counsel and transferee judges were attentive to the limits of their authority under the Federal Rules and the governing substantive law. The reason is that plaintiff’s leadership, defendant’s leadership, the transferee judge, and potentially others hold an effective veto over the use of new procedures and the progress of the litigation generally. This, however, introduces a selection effect: the errors most likely to draw an objection are those that exceed the transferee court’s authority and injure the interests of a player with veto power. If an unlawful procedure does not harm a player with veto power, it is likely to go unchecked.

In light of these dynamics, MDL procedure-making involves a high degree of collaboration among case leadership. Again and again in the transcripts, counsel would raise a procedural problem with the transferee judge only to be instructed to meet and confer or work something out.
When they returned to the court, the judge adopted their proposal for the entire MDL.\textsuperscript{117}

On the whole, this environment makes MDL procedure-making fast, collaborative, and responsive to the needs of particular cases. One judge comments: “It’s problem solving together.”\textsuperscript{118}

II. MDL AND THE RULE OF LAW

MDL is a world of ad hoc procedure. This very flexibility, however, provokes charges that its approach to aggregate litigation violates the rule of law. This Part introduces the debate surrounding those charges.

This Part first introduces the conception of the rule of law that attacks on MDL implicitly draw upon. It then summarizes arguments that MDL violates the rule of law and shows that the attack on MDL approaches it as a form of litigation that is governed by rule-of-law norms associated with ordinary civil litigation. As Part III argues, that assumption is incorrect.

A. The Rule of Law as Regular Procedure

Because the “rule of law” means many things,\textsuperscript{119} saying that MDL “violates the rule of law” is vacuous if the argument is not specified further. The specific strand of rule-of-law thinking that MDL critics draw upon identifies the rule of law with regular procedure—particularly, the kind of procedures used by courts. In American jurisprudence, perhaps the most famous proponent of this view is Lon Fuller.\textsuperscript{120}

\textsuperscript{117} See, e.g., Transcript of Teleconference Proceedings 12, \textit{In re: National Prescription Opiate Litigation}, MDL No. 2804 (N.D. Oh. Dec. 13, 2017) (Docket No. 10) (“If I get no objections, I am going to adopt those proposals.”); Transcript of Status Conf., 34, \textit{In re: Oil Spill by the Oil Rig “Deepwater Horizon,”} MDL No. 2179 (E.D. La. Feb. 25, 2011) (Docket No. 1508) (“I think it’s absolutely necessary that everyone cooperate with each other, continue to be civil with each other, and, to the extent problems arise, which I know they will from time to time, meet and confer, then if you can’t solve them yourself, bring them to my attention.”); Transcript of Proceedings 47, \textit{In re: Vioxx Products Liability Litigation}, MDL No. 1657 (E.D. La. June 27, 2008) (“I do feel that the parties do better working this out non-judicially than allowing me to work it out because it will destroy this opportunity and make life more complicated for everybody.”).

\textsuperscript{118} Gluck, supra note 8, at 33.


\textsuperscript{120} Lon L. Fuller, \textit{The Forms and Limits of Adjudication}, 92 HARV. L. REV. 353, 364 (1978). This posthumously published article was based on a working paper that Fuller used as the basis for lectures and courses at Harvard Law School. See id. at 353. For earlier works which anticipated Fuller’s account in some respects, see ALBERT VENN
In *The Forms and Limits of Adjudication*, Fuller set out to describe “the optimum and essential conditions for the functioning of adjudication.” Fuller’s project was to identify the features that distinguished adjudication from other forms of legal ordering (e.g., contract). Drawing on mid-century analytic philosophy and informal observations of adjudicators, Fuller argued that adjudication aims to provide “an authoritative determination of questions raised by claims of right and accusations of guilt.” To accomplish this, Fuller argued, adjudication necessarily involves the “[p]resentation of proofs and reasoned argument.” As discussed below, Fuller did not believe that all matters of social life must be resolved via adjudication. But he claimed that, where an issue is to be resolved through adjudication, the rule of law demands procedures that guarantee parties the opportunity to present evidence and argument. Thus, Fuller and those following in his tradition insist on procedures such as adversary presentation of proof and argument, the right to be present at crucial stages in the proceedings, an impartial and properly qualified judge, and a right of appeal to an impartial tribunal. Absent such procedures, we might have the application of legal authority, but we do not have “adjudication.”

As Jeremy Waldron observes, Fuller’s procedural principles are central to “the ordinary person’s conception of the Rule of Law.” Indeed, if one distinguishes between sociological legitimacy, on the one hand, and legal and moral legitimacy, on the other, Fullerman procedure might seem essential to the legitimacy of state action. Legitimacy in the sociological sense asks whether the relevant actors regard state action “as justified, appropriate, or
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121 Id. at 364.
122 Id. at 368.
123 Id. at 363.
124 See infra note 291 and accompanying text.
125 Fuller, supra note 121, at 363.
126 Id. at 381-91. See STANFORD ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PHILOSOPHY, THE RULE OF LAW § 5.2 (last updated Jan. 2016) (procedural aspect of rule of law entails “a hearing by an impartial and independent tribunal that is required to administer existing legal norms on the basis of the formal presentation of evidence and argument; a right to representation by counsel at such a hearing a right to be present, to confront and question witnesses, and to make legal argument about the bearing of the evidence and the various legal norms relevant to the case; and a right to hear reasons from the tribunal when it reaches its decision, which are responsive to the evidence and arguments presented before it.”).
127 STANFORD ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PHILOSOPHY, supra note 126, § 5.2. See also PAUL GOWDER, THE RULE OF LAW IN THE REAL WORLD 4 (2016) (weak version of rule of law requires that coercive power “be used under rules that give those over whom that power is exercised the opportunity to call the users of the power to account on the basis of reasons”).
otherwise deserving of support for reasons beyond fear of sanctions or mere hope for personal reward." A large body of research shows a strong connection between perceived procedural fairness and people’s willingness to accept decisions, whether or not they win.

B. The Attack on MDL

MDL’s ad hocery is difficult to reconcile with this conception of the rule of law. As Part I described, MDL procedure evolves in response to problems that arise in particular cases instead following of a standard rulebook. While MDL formally respects the individuality of consolidated cases, control of plaintiffs’ cases is exercised by lead attorneys that make crucial decisions on behalf of the plaintiff “class.” MDL transferee judges are archetypal “managerial judges,” appointing the lawyers who prosecute cases on behalf of consolidated plaintiffs, directing the order of business, and pushing overtly and subtly for settlement. Plaintiffs whose cases are swept into MDL have little opportunity to present evidence or argument until the litigation is settled. Many decisions are immune from appellate review.

Thus, it is not surprising that as MDL’s importance grew, critics trained their sights on its lack of regular procedures. Martin Redish and Julie Karaba describe MDL as a “procedural no-man’s land” that “involves something of a cross between the Wild West, twentieth-century political smoke-filled rooms, and the Godfather movies.” Linda Mullenix contends that the lawyers and judges who control MDL “manipulat[e] procedure to accomplish ends the mechanism was never intended to perform.”

Curiously, critics disagree over who is harmed by MDL’s flexibility. One line of criticism focuses on plaintiffs swept into an MDL. Drawing on the parallels between MDL and class action litigation, critics argue that MDL is beset by the same agency problems that are claimed to affect the modern class action. The appointment of MDL leadership separates control of claims

---

129 Id. at 1795.
130 See Bookman & Noll, supra note 27, at 779 (collecting studies).
from their owners. Acting for their own interests instead of the parties they serve, leadership negotiates settlements that deliver little compensation to plaintiffs and large common benefit fees to lead counsel and members of the PSC. No institution currently collects data that allows these claims to be evaluated on a systematic basis. But scholars point to cases such as the Propulsid litigation as proof that MDL leads to collusive settlements. There, 37 of 6,012 (.6 percent) of plaintiffs recovered money through an aggregate settlement negotiated by MDL leadership, who recovered more than $27 million in fees.\textsuperscript{136}

If MDL consistently harmed plaintiffs, one might expect corporate defendants to support it. But while corporate defendants historically made heavy use of MDL, times have changed.\textsuperscript{137} In recent Congresses, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce has supported legislation that would require MDL plaintiffs to submit evidentiary support for covered claims shortly after they were transferred to the MDL court, prohibit bellwether trials, and allow interlocutory appeals of orders entered by the transferee judge.\textsuperscript{138} In 2018, a defense interest group called Lawyers for Civil Justice (LCJ) launched a project entitled “Rules 4 MDLs” to lobby for “clear, uniform rules that apply in MDL cases.”\textsuperscript{139}

LCJ mobilized support for 2015 amendments to Rule 26 that restricted discovery in federal civil litigation.\textsuperscript{140} The premise of its new project—backed by advertisements, a social media campaign, and its own hashtag (#Rules4MDLs)—is that MDL courts’ refusal to follow a regular playbook subjects defendants to unfair settlement pressure. In August 2017, LCJ proposed six MDL-specific amendments to the FRCPs.\textsuperscript{141} In September 2018,

\textsuperscript{136} Burch, supra note 10, at 127-28.
\textsuperscript{139} RULES 4 MDLs, https://www.rules4mdls.com/ (last visited Feb. 15, 2019).
\textsuperscript{140} LCJ’s membership brochure boasts that the group “has overcome the serious resistance of the trial lawyers to achieve important reforms” including “the 2015 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure establishing a new ‘proportionality’ standard for the scope of discovery and a uniform rule governing sanctions for loss of ESI. . . . For these and other achievements, LCJ has been honored by the U.S. Chamber’s Institute for Legal Reform.” LAWYERS FOR CIVIL JUSTICE, SHAPE THE FUTURE OF LITIGATION (last visited Feb. 15, 2019), http://www.lfcj.com/uploads/1/1/2/0/112061707/membershipbrochure_10x19_october_2017.pdf.
\textsuperscript{141} They were: (1) require each plaintiff to file an individual complaint; (2) require individual claims to be pled with particularity under Rule 9(b); (3) create a new Rule 12(b)(8) motion “for individual claims in MDL cases that lack meaningful evidence of a valid claim”; (4) eliminate permissive claim joinder for certain plaintiffs; (5) require “plaintiffs in MDL cases to produce meaningful evidence in support of their claims, and to disclose the existence of third-party financing arrangements and the use of lead generators”; (5) establish “a confidential consent procedure without which bellwether trials in consolidated trials cannot occur; and (6) allow interlocutory appeals of “critical rulings in MDL cases.” LAWYERS FOR CIVIL JUSTICE, REQUEST FOR RULE MAKING TO THE

\textit{Rule of Law in MDL}
the group offered six revised proposals for discussion with the new MDL/Third Party Litigation Funding subcommittee of the Advisory Committee on Federal Rules governing matters such as master complaints, permissive joinder, and third-party litigation funding agreements.\(^\text{142}\) The proposals explicitly aim to prevent the experimentation and case-by-case procedural development described above. In LCJ’s words, “the ad hoc use of mechanisms such as fact sheets and Lone Pine orders varies wildly and is inherently inconsistent with the fundamental idea of the FRCP that procedures should be uniform, clear and accessible.”\(^\text{143}\)

**C. MDL as Super-Sized Litigation**

A striking feature of the attack on MDL is its assumption that MDL is simply a larger version of the litigation that takes place every day in federal district courts. LCJ, for example, argues that “[w]ith so much of the pending federal civil caseload consolidated into MDL cases, the [Federal Rules] should be modernized with clear, uniform rules that apply in MDL cases, benefiting all stakeholders by providing the same fairness, clarity and certainty that the [Federal Rules] ensure for all other civil cases.”\(^\text{144}\) Even opponents of LCJ’s proposals do not challenge the assumption that MDL is mere litigation. For example, the plaintiff’s bar through the American Association for Justice argues, “Judges need to remain empowered to exercise broad discretion in any particular case rather than be constrained by formalistic preconceptions of what a vocal minority consider to be ‘best practices.’”\(^\text{145}\)

It is not difficult to understand why parties view MDL this way. Section 1407 appears in the venue chapter of the Judicial Code alongside provisions on interpleader, suits against the United States, and related matters.\(^\text{146}\) Section 1407 speaks the language of litigation, referring to the “transfer” of “civil

\(^{142}\) The revised proposals are: (1) a “Multidistrict Litigation Disclosure” amendment to Rule 26(a) “requiring disclosure of evidence showing the cause and nature of the injury alleged”; (2) a new rule allowing “an appeal from an order granting or denying a motion under Rule 12(b)(2) or Rule 56 in the course of coordinated or consolidated pretrial proceedings conducted pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1407(b), provided that the outcome of such appeal may be dispositive of claims in [50] or more actions in the coordinated or consolidated pretrial proceedings”; (3) a prohibition of bellwether trials; (4) mandatory disclosure to opposing counsel of third-party litigation funding agreements; (5) a prohibition on permissive joinder of plaintiffs under Rule 20; and (6) new rules “defin[ing] the documents used as pleadings in MDL cases.” LAWYERS FOR CIVIL JUSTICE, MDL PRACTICES AND THE NEED FOR FRCP AMENDMENTS: PROPOSALS FOR DISCUSSION WITH THE MDL/TPLF SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RULES (Sept. 14, 2018), available at https://static.reuters.com/resources/media/editorial/20181004/rules4mdl--proposalsforrulescommittee.pdf.

\(^{143}\) Id. at 3.


\(^{145}\) Bradt, supra note 14, at 99 (quoting a 2018 memorandum from the American Association of Justice’s MDL Working Group to the Advisory Committee on Federal Rules’ MDL subcommittee).

actions involving one or more common questions of fact” to a single district court for “coordinated or consolidated pretrial proceedings.” The institution charged with moving cases from district courts for coordinated pre-trial proceedings—the JPML—is located within the federal judiciary. The actor charged with managing the consolidated proceedings is an Article III judge. Even the title of section 1407—“Multidistrict litigation”—describes it as, well, litigation.

As the next Part argues, however, MDL is not simply a super-sized version of the litigation that takes place every day in federal district courts. Rather, the structure of the MDL statute and the way that MDL functions borrow from programs such as Social Security, where an agency is charged with resolving a huge number of claims within parameters specified by law. Reconceiving MDL as a form of public administration clarifies what section 1407 does when it authorizes the JPML to consolidate cases before a single for coordinated or consolidated pretrial proceedings. Equally important, it suggests a new perspective on the debate over MDL and rule of law. If MDL is a form of a public administration, it is properly evaluated through the distinctive rule of law norms that evolved with the growth of the U.S. administrative state.

III. MDL AS PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

As the prior Parts explained, procedural innovation is at the heart of claims that MDL violates the rule of law. Civil litigation in federal district courts prototypically follows a predictable order of battle established by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. By contrast, MDL depends on centralized management, case-specific solutions, and ad hoc procedure to resolve cases. This ad hocery and the massive settlements it facilitates prompt charges that MDL is a lawless Wild West.

To evaluate whether MDL actually violates the rule of law, however, one needs a richer understanding of what MDL is. Criticisms of MDL’s flexibility draw on a textbook picture of adjudication, which equates due process with adherence to fair rules of the road that are defined in advance of specific disputes. This understanding captures deeply held intuitions about the separation of powers and the appropriate role of courts and judges. Viewed from this vantage point, MDL’s ad hockey is indeed a problem. All

---

149 The official title of the Multidistrict Litigation Act of 1968, Pub. L. No. 90-296, 82 Stat. 109, simply restates the act’s functions. See id. (“An Act to provide for the temporary transfer to a single district for coordinated retrial proceedings of civil actions pending in different districts which involve one or more common questions of fact, and for other purposes”).
concede that the mega cases that critics focus on are not resolved through an even-handed application of procedures defined in advance of disputes. In MDL, the judge is no umpire.

As this Part argues, however, the image of MDL as a form of litigation governed by the textbook understanding of due process is mistaken. When analyzing novel institutions, it is appropriate to consider, inter alia, the problem that motivated Congress to act, the structural choices reflected in the statute it enacted, and the manner that the statute functions. Applied to MDL, this approach shows that section 1407 is best understood as a hybrid form of public administration that mixes procedures of ordinary civil litigation, on one hand, with structural features and tools of public administration, on the other.

What does it mean to say that MDL is a “hybrid form of public administration?” The claim is not that section 1407 literally created a freestanding administrative agency. The MDL system operates within the federal judiciary and is administered by Article III judges. Moreover, Article III would bar Congress from creating an administrative agency to do the work of MDL if it tried to do so. Rather, the claim is that MDL uses tools familiar from administrative programs—delegation, centralization, and empowered, expert agents—to address a problem—Congress’s procedural myopia—that Congress often confronts when it creates an administrative program.

The specific administrative programs that MDL resembles most closely require an agency to adjudicate a high volume of changing claims. When creating those agencies, Congress anticipated a flood of claims but did not know what procedures would be necessary to address them—the very problem Congress confronted in section 1407. In both settings, Congress overcame its own ignorance by delegating to an institution that would act with better information, and was subject to fewer constraints, than Congress itself. In both contexts, the delegate used this authority to develop procedures to address procedural problems as they arose.

An accurate institutional understanding of MDL matters for at least two reasons. The first is that, in a system of separated powers, the demands of the rule of law depend on the kind of institution exercising state power. For example, Congress may appropriate money; the President may not. Relevant here, a distinctive understanding of the “administrative” rule of law

---


151 U.S. CONST. art. I, § 9 cl. 7.
emerged in the decades following World War II as the scope of the federal administrative state expanded. Responding to criticisms remarkably similar to those leveled against contemporary MDL, policymakers rejected the idea that agencies must follow regular procedures to satisfy the rule of law. But if agencies were free to develop new procedures, alternative arrangements were needed to ensure that they did not act arbitrarily and stayed within the limits of their statutory authority. The settlement that emerged—reflected in the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) and precedent interpreting it—was to guarantee the transparency of administrative action and the right to participate in the development of administrative policy, while providing liberal opportunities for judicial review. Viewed from this perspective, MDL’s procedural flexibility is ordinary, even to be expected.

The second reason an accurate understanding of MDL matters is that it has implications for the current debate over MDL reform. If MDL’s procedural flexibility not a cause for concern, it lacks guarantees of accessibility, transparency, and reasoned decision-making that underpin the legitimacy of the modern administrative state. The history of federal administration teaches that MDL’s viability as an institution for resolving complex problems depends on how it addresses those governance deficits.

A. The Problem for Congress

MDL’s similarity to public administration begins with the problem that motivated Congress to act.\(^{152}\) As is familiar, the Multidistrict Litigation Act was a response to the electrical equipment litigation, described by one participant as “the greatest challenge to the administration of civil justice in the history of the federal judicial system.”\(^{153}\) In 1960, the Justice Department indicted “virtually every significant American manufacturer of electrical equipment” for a conspiracy to fix prices and divide up territory.\(^{154}\) According to the indictments, the conspiracy affected $6 to 7 billion in total sales.\(^{155}\) In February 1961, the criminal cases were resolved through plea agreements that subjected the defendants to modest penalties.\(^{156}\)


\(^{154}\) Bradt, Radical Proposal, supra note 152, at 854.


\(^{156}\) Bradt, Radical Proposal, supra note 152, at 854-55. The penalties were “$2 million in fines, some short jail sentences for relatively low-level defendant-employees, and consent decrees.” Id.
The pleas were only the beginning of the legal response to the scandal, however. On their heels, utilities and other companies that had purchased electrical equipment at inflated prices filed more than 1,800 treble damages actions.\textsuperscript{157} The litigation was spread throughout the United States but concentrated in major cities.\textsuperscript{158} Thomas Clary, the Chief Judge of the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, estimated that plaintiffs in the 1,800 cases asserted some 25,632 claims.\textsuperscript{159}

Those cases could not be resolved through ordinary civil procedure. With litigation pending in thirty-five districts, some mechanism was needed to prevent courts from issuing conflicting orders and to keep the discovery process from generating staggering transaction costs. In February 1962, Chief Justice Earl Warren formed an ad hoc subcommittee of the Committee on Pretrial Procedure to “consider[] the problems arising from procedures in multiple litigation filed in different judicial districts but with common witnesses and exhibits.”\textsuperscript{160} The new subcommittee, termed the Coordinating Committee on Multiple Litigation (CCML), was chaired by Chief Judge Alfred P. Murrah of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit.\textsuperscript{161} Eventually, it grew to include eight circuit and district judges.\textsuperscript{162}

Lacking formal authority over district judges who were assigned electrical equipment cases, the committee’s modus operandi was to “encourage” judges to enter uniform orders that it drafted.\textsuperscript{163} Judges from the CCML “sat together at arguments, conferred, and issued proposed orders that were then sent back to the more than thirty district courts in which the cases were pending.”\textsuperscript{164} Through these orders, the committee effectively created a coordinated nationwide discovery program.

“In order to manage the nationwide depositions of defense witnesses, the plaintiffs’ lawyers met in Chicago to appoint a ‘steering committee’” that divided the discovery workload.\textsuperscript{165} As litigation progressed, the committee developed damages models and settlement proposals. Manufacturers refused to negotiate until 1963. That year, Chief Judge Sylvestre J. Ryan of the Southern District of New York and Judges Edwin A. Robson of the Northern District of Illinois and Wilfred Feinberg of the Southern District of New York

\textsuperscript{157} BANE, supra note 155, at 50.
\textsuperscript{158} Bradt, Radical Proposal, supra note 152, at 854.
\textsuperscript{159} Id. at 855
\textsuperscript{160} Id. at 856 (quoting Press Release, Admin. Office of the U.S. Courts 1-2 (Feb. 7, 1962))
\textsuperscript{161} Id.
\textsuperscript{162} Id.
\textsuperscript{163} Id. at 857.
\textsuperscript{164} Resnik, supra note 152, at 32.
\textsuperscript{165} Bradt, Radical Proposal, supra note at 858.
made a push for settlement in cases against General Electric (G.E.), the largest defendant. G.E. agreed to settle all litigation against it for $300 million, the dam broke, and most other manufacturers agreed to global settlements.

The CCML planned to handle the remaining cases by transferring all cases involving a product line to a single judge for trial. However, the plan hit a roadblock when the largest remaining defendant, I-T-E Circuit Breaker, vociferously objected to its cases being transferred to Chicago. I-T-E sought a writ of mandamus to prevent William H. Becker, a district judge from the Western District of Missouri and member of the CCML, from transferring his cases pursuant to the committee’s plan. The Eighth Circuit rejected the petition, noting that what I-T-E “seemingly wants done is simply to have all of the suits against it left alone.” With its cases consolidated in Chicago, I-T-E settled on the first day of trial. “Once I-T-E settled, settlements of the rest of the cases followed quickly. By the end of 1966 the litigation was over.”

Though the defendants complained that they had been coerced into settling, the CCML’s management of the litigation was hailed as a model for managing complex litigation. The I-T-E episode, however, exposed the fragility of the committee’s ad hoc approach. As a defense lawyer observed, resolving the electrical equipment litigation required “an extraordinary exercise in the use of judicial prestige and persuasion.” Had I-T-E prevailed in its objections—or had a district court judge refused to go along with the committee’s “suggestions”—the effort to manage the litigation in a coherent manner would have failed.

These problems provided the impetus for the Multidistrict Litigation Act of 1968. The key figures in drafting and lobbying for the statute were Judges Murrah and Becker, and Phil C. Neal, the Dean of the University of Chicago Law School. Senator Joseph Tydings, the Democratic chair of the Senate Subcommittee on Improvements in Judicial Machinery, helped steer the bill through Congress.
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Section 1407’s authors realized that more cases like the electrical equipment litigation lay in the future. They also believed that “power had to be centralized before judges who could manage cases to a conclusion, as was accomplished in the mass settlements of the electrical-equipment cases.” Beyond this, the drafters confronted a classic problem of statutory design. Apart from the need for centralized management of geographically dispersed cases, how courts would resolve future mega-litigation was not obvious. The discovery program that worked in the electrical equipment litigation was specifically designed for that case. What procedures would courts use to clear hundreds or thousands of cases filed following an airplane crash, massive securities fraud, or the release of a defective drug or medical device? When MDL’s drafters attempted to formalize the process that had worked in the electrical equipment litigation, they confronted a “known unknown.”

That problem would have been familiar to lawmakers who enacted statutes that charge an agency with processing a large number of claims. Consider the system of administrative courts that operates within the Social Security Administration (SSA). To administer the Social Security Disability Insurance and the Supplemental Security Income programs, SSA operates what is “probably the largest adjudication agency in the western world.” In recent years, the agency has processed some two million disability claims per year, about 600,000 of which required hearings before an administrative law judge (ALJ).

The principal statute that authorizes SSA to operate this system is section 205 of the Social Security Act. That section was enacted as part of 1939 amendments that added survivors and dependent benefits to the prior program of old-age and unemployment insurance, creating the basic structure of modern social security. When Congress enacted section 205, it acted with as little information as 1407’s drafters. Legislators would have assumed that
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Article III courts could not be entrusted to adjudicate claims under new title II of the Social Security Act. But apart from this, how claims should be processed was unknown. The Social Security system was only four years old and, to that point, had only paid benefits to retirees and their survivors. The system faced major administrative challenges in the first years of its operation. Its constitutionality was settled only in 1937. Existing administrative courts, such as those in the Interstate Commerce Commission, operated in different contexts and handled many fewer claims than social security would ultimately come to handle. Even the scope of federal disability benefits was unknown: the modern disability program was not created until two decades later.

Like the Multidistrict Litigation Act, the creation of the Social Security Act required Congress to act in an information vacuum. Congress saw the necessity for an institution that could process a flood of claims. But it did not, and could not, foresee the procedures that would be needed to process those claims.

B. Statutory Design

The information vacuum that lawmakers operated in when enacting title II of the Social Security Act and, later, the Multidistrict Litigation Act is a basic feature of modern lawmaking. Congress faces constant pressure to address social problems. But lawmakers often lack a good understanding of the problem Congress is being asked to regulate and the costs and benefits of competing policy responses. In recognition of lawmakers’ myopia, one political scientist describes the job of modern representative as “legislating in the dark.” But legislating in the dark carries political risk. Badly designed legislation may fail to accomplish its objectives, have unintended
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consequences, or even exacerbate the problem Congress set out to address.\textsuperscript{196} Lawmakers thought to have contributed to these problems expect to be punished at the polls.

One solution familiar from contemporary legislative politics is for Congress to do nothing.\textsuperscript{197} In doing so, lawmakers bet that the political costs of inaction are lower than the costs of legislating in the dark. But for much of the twentieth century, Congress followed a different strategy: delegation. That is, Congress made basic policy choices itself and tasked an agency with formulating “subsidiary administrative policy within the prescribed statutory framework.”\textsuperscript{198}

For instance, section 205(a) of the Social Security Act provides that the SSA “shall have full power and authority to make rules and regulations and to establish procedures, not inconsistent with the provisions of this subchapter, which are necessary or appropriate to carry out such provisions.”\textsuperscript{199} That section goes on to direct the agency to “adopt reasonable and proper rules and regulations to regulate and provide for the nature and extent of the proofs and evidence and the method of taking and furnishing the same in order to establish the right to benefits hereunder.”\textsuperscript{200} Rather than lay down rules of procedure itself, Congress delegated to the SSA.

The policy logic for such delegations is captured in the Attorney General’s landmark 1941 report on administrative procedure.\textsuperscript{201} As the report explains, “inherent limitations upon [Congress’s] own functioning” argue “against action by Congress itself.”\textsuperscript{202} Those limitations include “[t]he total time available” for members of Congress to consider legislation, the “[l]ack of specialized information,” and the “lack of a staff or a procedure adapted to acquiring it.”\textsuperscript{203} Even if Congress is able to work out all the details of statutory policy itself, there remains “constant danger of harmful rigidity” if the results

\textsuperscript{198} Yakus v. United States, 321 U.S. 414, 424 (1944).
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“crystallize in the form of a statute.” Thus, there is “steady pressure . . . to assign such tasks to the controlled discretion of some other agency.”

Since Congress created the first modern agency in 1887, statutes that delegate regulatory authority have been attacked for authorizing another institution to exercise the Congress’s Article I powers. But for as long as these objections have been advanced, they have failed. Since 1928, the Supreme Court has held that a statute satisfies Article I as long as it contains an “intelligible principle” to guide the delegate’s discretion. And the Supreme Court has struck only three statutory provisions—each part of poorly drafted statutes that were enacted at the height of the New Deal—for lack of an intelligible principle.

The Multidistrict Litigation Act delegates authority in manner that is strikingly similar to statutes like section 205 of the Social Security Act. In fact, it delegates twice. Section 1407 authorizes the JPML to override plaintiffs’ forum choice and move cases to a single district court for coordinated pretrial management. Similar to many statutes administered by an administrative agency, the standard for centralization is highly discretionary. The Panel is authorized to transfer cases if it finds that doing so “will be for the convenience of parties and witnesses and will promote the just and efficient conduct of such actions.”

Once the Panel redirects cases to a single district court, section 1407 delegates authority to the transferee court to conduct “coordinated or consolidated pretrial proceedings.” This language does not expressly authorize the transferee court to manage the consolidated cases to resolution or develop new procedures. But even in 1968, lawmakers, judges, and
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attorneys would have known that this would be the practical effect of section 1407’s nationwide consolidations.211

Consider the views of Philip Price, Esq., a partner at Dechert, Price and Rhoads who submitted comments opposing section 1407 when it was being considered by the Senate judiciary committee.212 Price represented I-T-E Circuit Breaker in the electrical equipment litigation. He objected to “the extraordinarily broad scope of the proposed section” and “the unlimited power which it would vest, not in any court as heretofore constituted, but in a ‘judicial panel.’” In the transferee court, Price complained, judges would wield their power to “club[] into settling their cases parties who did not show what the judges thought was sufficient enthusiasm.” Doubtless this was a self-serving view of the electrical equipment litigation, and Price’s account of transferee judges’ motivations can be questioned. But his letter makes clear that sophisticated observers well understood the effects of section 1407’s delegations. As he stated: “what happened in [the electrical equipment] cases is a guide to what may be expected under the proposed § 1407.”

Section 1407’s history shows that the judges who drafted the statute and lawmakers who enacted it believed that transferee judges had ample authority to devise new procedures.213 Whatever deficit of authority existed under the 1968 Act was eliminated by 1983 amendments to Federal Rule 16. Enacted with a package of rule amendments intended to encourage managerial judging,214 amended Rule 16 authorizes district court judges to “adopt[] special procedures for managing potentially difficult or protracted actions that may involve complex issues, multiple parties, difficult legal questions, or unusual proof problems.”215 The amendment makes explicit what section 1407 assumes—that transferee judges will be procedural innovators.

211 See New Prime Inc. v. Oliveira, 139 S. Ct. 532, 539 (2019) (“[I]t’s a ‘fundamental canon of statutory construction’ that words generally should be ‘interpreted as taking their ordinary . . . meaning . . . at the time Congress enacted the statute.’”); Stoneridge Inv. Partners, LLC v. Sci.-Atlanta, 552 U.S. 148, 178 (2008) (when interpreting a statute, a federal court “must take into account its contemporary legal context” (quoting Cannon v. Univ. of Chi., 441 U.S. 677, 698–99 (1979))). See also Felix Frankfurter, Some Reflections on the Reading of Statutes, 47 COLUM. L. REV. 527, 536 (1947) (“If a statute is written for ordinary folk, it would be arbitrary not to assume that Congress intended its words to be read with the minds of ordinary men. If they are addressed to specialists, they must be read by judges with the minds of specialists.”).


213 See Bradt, supra note 149 (“The judges’ contemporaneous papers demonstrate that, far from a modest tweak, they intended MDL to be an ambitious statute designed to transfer power over nationwide litigation from the hands of litigants and dispersed judges into the hands of a single judge who could shepherd the litigation to a final resolution.). Cf. Proceedings of the Seminar on Protracted Cases for United States Judges, 23 F.R.D. 319, 506 (1958) (“[P]erhaps the greatest advantage and the most striking characteristic of the federal rules is the power and the discretion they give to the trial judge.” (Clarke, J.))

214 See generally sources cited supra note 131.

MDL’s similarity to statutes that delegate authority to an administrative agency raises the question why Judges Becker and Murrah did not propose a “multidistrict litigation agency” when they put forward section 1407. The simplest explanation is that the idea appears not to have occurred to the judges, who were focused on codifying the structure that was successfully used to resolve the electrical equipment litigation. More fundamentally, Congress could not have created such an agency without violating Article III. MDL courts resolve finally resolve private claims, and they “exercise[] the range of jurisdiction and powers normally vested only in Article III courts.” Under Crowell v. Benson and Commodities Future Trading Commission v. Schor, these are functions that only an Article III court may perform.

C. The Operation of the Statute

MDL’s similarity to public regulatory programs continues with the way that it operates in practice. But there is an important difference between MDL, on the one hand, and administrative programs like Social Security, on the other. MDL operates within the legal framework governing ordinary civil litigation rather than the APA. Accordingly, it lacks structures that Congress and courts implemented to improve the transparency, accountability, and accessibility of the administrative process.

This section outlines the functional similarities and structural differences between MDL and agency-administered programs. The following section recounts the origins of the structural features of modern agency administration and explains how the absence of those features in MDL affects MDL’s legitimacy.

1. Overcoming Problems Through Bottom-Up Innovation

As Part I recounted, MDL is a world of procedural innovation. The JPML selects a judge whom it believes will competently manage the litigation. In the transferee court, the judge exercises her authority under the rules and § 1407 manage the case to resolution—a process that often involves the adaption, development, and approval of new procedures. Successful procedures spread to other MDLs through the network of lawyers and transferee judges who control large MDLs.

With this, compare procedural design in agencies like the SSA. An initial example involves the creation of the Social Security Appeals Board (now called the Appeals Council), a body of ALJs within the agency that
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reviews front-line ALJ decisions in an effort to improve the system’s accuracy and uniformity. As the board’s director explained in 1959 testimony to the House Ways and Means Committee, the need for an internal appeals process arose from the slow pace of judicial review in Article III courts. The original Social Security Act did not expressly authorize SSA to provide an internal appeals process but the agency nevertheless provided one. Later amendments to the Social Security Act confirmed the agency’s general authority to make procedure and formally recognized the Appeals Board. As Pamela Bookman and I show, this pattern of bottom-up innovation followed by legislative codification characterizes many ad hoc procedural statutes.

A more recent example of procedural design within the SSA is the medical vocational guidelines, colloquially known as the “grids,” that the agency uses to adjudicate disability insurance claims. Under the Social Security Act, an individual is entitled to disability benefits if she cannot “engage in any substantial gainful activity by reason of any medically determinable physical or mental impairment.” Before SSA adopted the grids, the availability of work was established through testimony of vocational experts who testified at individual disability hearings. This method was criticized for producing inconsistent outcomes and required the agency to pay for repeated testimony on an issue that should not have varied from claimant to claimant.

To address these problems, the SSA invoked its authority “to establish procedures” under section 205 to promulgate the grids: a regulation that answers whether a claimant is disabled based on the claimant’s age, education, work history, and functional limitations. The grids aggregate information from national hiring and occupational surveys and are updated
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as new versions of those surveys are released. To determine whether an individual is unable to find work in the national economy (and therefore disabled), an ALJ enters the individual’s characteristics into the grids and the grids supply an answer.

In *Heckler v. Campbell*, the Supreme Court upheld the grids against constitutional and statutory challenges arguing that they deprived claimants of a fair hearing. The agency processed “[a]pproximately 2.3 million claims for disability benefits” per year, the Court observed, making the need for efficiency “self-evident.” The grids deprived individual litigants of the opportunity to be present when evidence relevant to a key element of their claim was developed. But the survey data they incorporate could be challenged in action for judicial review, and an individual whose condition was not covered by the grids could “bail out” and demonstrate disability through individualized proof. Thus, the Court concluded that the grids were consistent with due process and the APA.

Many more examples of ad hoc procedure-making in the SSA and other agencies could be cited. But these suffice to show the basic point: like an MDL transferee court, the SSA devises procedures to address procedural problems that Congress did not—and could not—foresee when it enacted the agency’s enabling statute.

2. MDL’s Relationship to Other Forms of Aggregation Litigation

This Article is not the first to note the parallels between public administrative programs and aggregate litigation. As Nathaniel Donahue and John Fabian Witt observe, early twentieth century workers’ compensation
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statutes “formalized for work accidents what virtually private and more-or-less decentralized mechanisms [for resolving claims] had been trying to achieve for half a century and more.”\textsuperscript{236} Harry Kalven and Maurice Rosenfield’s seminal essay on the mid-century class action likened it to a “semi-public remedy administered by the lawyer in private practice.”\textsuperscript{237} More recently, Richard Nagareda observed that—like workers’ compensation statutes and the social security grids—mass tort settlements rationalize the resolution of thousands of related claims using rules of thumb derived from litigated and settled cases.\textsuperscript{238}

MDL settlements similarly rely on grids, rules-of-thumb, and algorithms to resolve masses of related cases, based on claim values discerned from prior verdicts and settlements. But MDL differs from the settlements that preoccupied Nagareda in a crucial respect: they are the product of deliberate congressional choice. In recognition of the inevitability of future litigation crises, section 1407 delegates authority to the JPML and, through it, the transferee court, to manage factually related cases. This grant of statutory authority and the consolidations it enables are but-for and proximate causes of MDL settlements. In short, MDL settlements are not merely the result of dynamics that occur in all forms of aggregate litigation; they are the product of section 1407’s design.

Perhaps because he wrote in the era before MDL had become the dominant forum for large-scale litigation, Nagareda overlooked the statutory underpinning for MDL settlements. Because of that, he believed that aggregate settlements suffer from a perpetual crisis of authority. Lacking authority to represent clients beyond the limits of traditional attorney-client relationships and Rule 23, lawyers nevertheless negotiate global resolutions to factually related cases.\textsuperscript{239} For Nagareda, private lawyers—not judges—were the actor analogous to agency heads who devise new procedures. And private lawyers decidedly lacked authority to impose global peace on unwilling parties.

Whether or not Nagareda was correct about the crisis of authority outside of MDL, it is not the case that MDL settlements take place in a vacuum of statutory authority. A transferee judge exercises authority under
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section 1407 and the FRCPs. Dominant uses of that authority are to drive settlement and to devise procedures that facilitate it—such as bellwether trials, case inventory orders, and centralizing control of litigation in a PSC. Of course, MDL settlements are subject to due process limitations. But they do not occur in the legal no man’s land Nagareda portrayed. They are, instead, the consequence of section 1407’s design.

3. Structural Differences Between Procedure-Making in MDL and Administrative Agencies

MDL resembles a public administrative program in the problem that motivated Congress to enact its enabling statute, the structural choices Congress made in that statute, and the way the statute functions. But procedure-making in MDL is structured differently than in administrative agencies such as the SSA. The reason is that MDL operates under the statutes and rules governing ordinary civil litigation, whereas administrative agencies are governed by the APA. This results in substantial differences between the ways that administrative agencies, on the one hand, and MDL courts, on the other, use delegated authority to make procedure.

Again, the Social Security Administration provides a useful comparison. Because the agency is subject to the APA, it has a general obligation to make agency records available under the APA’s freedom-of-information provisions. When promulgating the medical-vocational grids, the APA required the agency “to give interested persons an opportunity to participate.” In particular, the APA required agencies to provide advance notice of its intent to adopt the grids, make data and analysis supporting the grids available for public inspection, and respond to non-frivolous

240 See 28 U.S.C. 1407(a) (transferee judge to conduct “coordinated or consolidated pretrial proceedings”); 15 CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT ET AL., FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE § 3866 (4th ed. updated Nov. 2018) (“Courts interpret the phrase ‘pretrial proceedings’ in 28 U.S.C. § 1407(a) broadly, to give the transferee judge control over any and all proceedings before trial. The transferee judge inherits the entire pretrial jurisdiction that the transferor court could have exercised had the case not been transferred.”).
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246 See, e.g., Am. Radio Relay League, Inc. v. F.C.C., 524 F.3d 227, 236 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (“Under APA notice and comment requirements, [a]mong the information that must be revealed for public evaluation are the technical studies and data upon which the agency relies [in its rulemaking].” (quoting Chamber of Commerce v. SEC, 443
comments before they were promulgated. The final grids were subject to judicial review under the substantial-evidence and arbitrary-and-capricious standards.

Procedural development in MDL is more opaque. The dominant mode of procedure-making in mega MDLs is for leadership to work out a solution to an emergent procedural problem that is adopted or so-ordered by the transferee judge. Lead counsel may consult non-lead counsel in these negotiations but have no legal obligation to do so. Indeed, leadership often will have strategic reasons for excluding non-lead counsel from crucial procedural discussions. Non-lead counsel complain of being frozen out until leadership proffers a take-it-or-leave it aggregate settlement. Courts seal filings that, if made public, would embarrass leadership or thwart efforts at global resolution.

Apart from its reliance on informal negotiation to design procedure, MDL is not subject to the APA-based transparency and participation norms that govern administrative agencies. The Judicial Code does not impose freedom-of-information requirements on district courts analogous to those applicable agencies. Some MDLs make transcripts of hearings freely available to the public. In others, transcripts are only available to those willing to spend thousands of dollars to purchase them from PACER or a court reporter. An MDL court can make important procedural decisions with little advance notice. There is nothing like the judicially-enforced obligation to
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consider and respond to comments that applies in agency proceedings; case
management orders set out requirements without any underlying reasoning.

Nor are procedural innovations in MDL subject to the same level of
after-the-fact scrutiny as major agencies decisions. Most of the important
decisions in an MDL do not result in the entry of judgment, and thus are
insulated from immediate appellate review. (As noted, settlement dynamics
make it unattractive for litigants to appeal interlocutory decisions when
judgment is entered.) In contrast, final agency action is presumptively subject
to judicial review under the arbitrary-and-capricious and substantial evidence
standards, with “finality” determined through a “pragmatic’ approach.”
This provides parties who believe they have been injured by agency action an
opportunity for review before a neutral decisionmaker. Indeed, pre-enforcement review is broadly available when agency action puts regulated
parties to a choice between complying with a potentially invalid directive and
incurring significant costs.

In sum, while section 1407 shares the structure of statutes that delegate
authority to an administrative agency to overcome Congress’s myopia, MDL
courts make procedure in a different structural environment than
administrative agencies. In MDL, the transferee judge’s power to adopt new
procedures is relatively unstructured and free of external checks. In the
administrative context, the development of new procedures requires the
participation of interested parties and is subject to ex post review as a matter
of course.

D. The Rule-of-Law Debate Revisited

The parallels and contrasts between MDL, on the one hand, and
agencies subject to the APA, on the other, go to the core of claims that MDL
violates the rule of law. On one hand, the prevalence of ad hoc, ex post
procedure-making in administrative agencies suggests that similar procedure-
making in MDL is not fatal to MDL’s legitimacy. If we accept procedural
experimentation in important and highly-popular programs like Social
Security, why should MDL be different? On the other hand, the structural
differences between procedure-making in MDL and procedure-making in
public administrative agencies suggest caution about concluding that, because
ad hoc procedure is tolerated in one setting, it is legitimate in the other.

In fact, the structural features that MDL lacks were crucial to the
development of a distinctive “administrative” understanding of the rule of
law and played a central role establishing the legitimacy of the modern
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administrative state. The history of federal administration teaches that, if ad hoc procedure does not threaten MDL’s legitimacy, these governance deficits do. Indeed, they are already being exploited by interest groups seeking to “reform” the MDL process for self-interested reasons.

This argument draws on historical debates over the legitimacy of federal administrative agencies and the rule of law. Accordingly, after providing some conceptual background, it begins by recounting that history. It then considers the lessons that history holds for contemporary debates over MDL and the rule of law.

1. Conceptual Background

Claims that an institution is violating the rule of law implicate at least two different conceptions of legitimacy. On one hand, the argument might be that the institution lacks legal authority to take a challenged action. From this perspective, the question is whether the institution’s actions are contemplated by authorities recognized as relevant in the relevant legal system. For example, one might ask whether a federal agency has statutory authority to regulate a particular subject. Answering that question requires analysis of the statute that agency invokes as authority for its action, that statute’s relationship to other laws that potentially limit or displace the agency’s authority, and Congress’s constitutional authority to enact the authorizing statute.

The legal conception of legitimacy, however, has played a minor role in debates over the legitimacy of federal administrative agencies. From the Constitution’s earliest days, Congress delegated regulatory authority to executive branch actors under open-ended statutory mandates. For example, “statutes establishing the Departments of War and State in the first Congress said little more than that the Secretaries of those departments were to do what the President told them to do.” The first and second banks of the United States “handled all fiscal matters for the United States Government and, through their requirements for redemption of bank notes in specie, regulated the money supply.”
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One can of course debate whether, notwithstanding this longstanding practice, Congress has authority to enact broad delegations of regulatory power. Yet, because of the breadth of Congress’s statutory delegations, attacks on federal administrative agencies have tended to invoke the sociological conception of legitimacy. The question from this perspective is whether action is “justified, appropriate, or otherwise deserving of support” apart from the formal legal authority that authorizes it. And as noted above, a key determinant of people’s willingness to accept an institution’s actions is their perception of its procedural fairness. Again and again, social psychologists have found that people are more willing to view state action as legitimate if that action is perceived to be the product of fair procedures.

2. The Emergence of “Administrative” Rule of Law

Complaints about this kind of procedural fairness were the core of a mid-century attack on federal administration that is strikingly similar to current attacks on MDL. The immediate cause was the growth in federal administration during the New Deal. Beginning with the seventy-third Congress, Congress created scores of new agencies and tasked them with implementing the New Deal and bringing the U.S. economy back from the Great Depression. Some New Deal agencies followed essentially the same procedures as courts, but others adopted a corporatist approach that sought to bring methods of business administration to the public sector. Critics opposed to the growth of federal administration for political and ideological reasons latched onto anxieties over the fairness of agency procedure to launch a broader attack on the new agencies.

The attack reached its highpoint in the notorious 1938 report of the American Bar Association Special Committee on Administrative Law authored by former Harvard Law School Dean Roscoe Pound. The report took aim at what it termed the “administrative absolutism” of federal
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regulatory agencies. As with modern attacks on MDL, the basic complaint was that agencies were making things up as they went, to the detriment of parties subject to their authority. Thus, the report charged agencies with "tendencies" such as "arbitrary rule making for administrative convenience at the expense of important interests" and "a tendency to decide without a hearing, or without hearing one of the parties." 270 With the New Deal failing to pull the nation out of recession by the close of the 1930s, complaints that agencies were a law unto themselves gained political momentum. 271

As with MDL, critics of administrative agencies argued that the solution to agency's "lawlessness" was to subject them to regular procedures. Indeed, in 1941 Congress passed a bill, the Walter-Logan Act, which did just that. 272 Fearing that the Act would cripple federal administration, FDR vetoed it. 273

When Congress returned to administrative procedure at the close of World War II, it did not continue on this path. Influenced by the success of public-private collaboration during the war mobilization effort, 274 lawmakers and executive branch lawyers settled on a model in which agencies were permitted to develop new procedures provided that they gave interested parties an opportunity to participate in administrative decisions and agency actions were subject to judicial review. 275 In 1946, Congress codified this political settlement in the APA, a statute that supplies procedural default rules for "each authority of the Government of the United States." 276

The new statute addressed concerns about arbitrary agency action through new requirements that structured agency decision-making and liberalizing the availability of judicial review. As Joanna Grisinger observes, the statute's central reforms focused on the formal on-the-record hearings that dominated agency practice at the time the APA was enacted. Under the new law, regulated parties had the right to be notified of pending administrative actions. 277 Hearing examiners (later renamed ALJs) were granted statutory job protections and prohibited from receiving certain ex parte communications. 278
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And the statute opened up agency action to judicial review, providing a new cross-cutting right to judicial review. These reforms, however, stopped short of subjecting agencies to inflexible procedures. Bringing regulated parties into the administrative process and expanding the availability of judicial review was instead an alternative to formalized procedures. As Grisinger writes, “The act protected existing informal procedures, thus allowing cooperative relationships between regulated parties and agency officials to continue. At the same time, it made sure that those same parties had formal tools to challenge administrative action they opposed.”

This same compromise—rejecting standardized procedures while guaranteeing the accessibility and accountability of the administrative process—informs an important line of cases on notice-and-comment rulemaking. In the 1960s and 1970s, Congress increasingly required agencies to make important decisions through informal rulemaking instead of adjudication. The APA itself says little about the process for informal rulemaking. Elaborating on the APA’s general terms, courts in “paper hearing” cases obligated agencies to disclose the empirical and analytical bases for their actions, to show that they had considered evidence and argument submitted during rulemaking, and to provide a “reasoned explanation” for their choices. Animating these requirements was the belief that a participatory rulemaking process would “not only improve the quality of agency decisions and make them more responsive to the needs of the various participating interests, but is valuable in itself because it gives citizens a sense of involvement in the process of government and increases confidence in the fairness of government decisions.”

The model of administrative law that emerged from the APA and judicial interpretations of the statute reflected a distinctive “administrative” rule of law. As Grisinger writes, the APA came quickly to represent “a standard of due process against which other government procedures might struggle to be justified.”
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Though far from perfect,\footnote{As Richard Stewart observed, a model of administrative law that depends on “interested parties” seeking to shape administrative action is biased in favor of well-organized groups that can coordinate members’ activities and invest in influencing administrative action. Stewart, supra note 283, at 1713. Their influence on the administrative process has prompted fears of interest group “capture.” See generally Preventing Regulatory Capture: Special Interest Influence and How to Limit It (Daniel Carpenter & David A. Moss, eds. 2013).} this understanding contributed importantly to the legitimacy of the federal administrative state. As the scope of federal administration expanded in the post-War decades, agencies such as the SSA enjoyed consistently favorable popularity ratings.\footnote{See, e.g., AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS, SOCIAL SECURITY 75TH ANNIVERSARY SURVEY REPORT: PUBLIC OPINION TRENDS (Aug. 2010); Sally R. Sherman, Public Attitudes Toward Social Security, 52 SOC. SEC. BULL. (1989).} Agencies’ popularity has declined somewhat over the past two decades. But even survey respondents who say they are angry about government gave positive ratings to four agencies or institutions (the military, Postal Service, NASA and Defense Department) in an April 2010 poll.\footnote{THE PEOPLE AND THEIR GOVERNMENT: DISTRUST, DISCONTENT, ANGER AND PARTISAN RANCOR 55 (Apr. 2010). See also GALLUP, TRUST IN GOVERNMENT (last visited Feb. 17, 2019) (finding over the past decade that between 36% (Jan. 2019) and 51% (September 2012) of survey respondents have a “great deal” or “fair amount” of “trust and confidence . . . in our federal government in Washington when it comes to handling” domestic problems), https://news.gallup.com/poll/5392/trust-government.aspx.} Polling from 2015 shows that federal agencies such as the Postal Service, Centers for Disease Control, Department of Health and Human Services, and SSA enjoy double-digits spreads between respondents who view the agency favorably and those who do not.\footnote{See PEW RESEARCH CENTER, BEYOND DISTRUST: HOW AMERICANS VIEW THEIR GOVERNMENT 58 (Nov. 2015) [hereinafter BEYOND DISTRUST]; http://www.pewresearch.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/4/2015/11/11-23-2015-Governance-release.pdf.} Many administrative agencies are even viewed more favorably than the Supreme Court, the branch of the constitutional federal government with the highest favorability ratings.\footnote{Id. at 63 (27% of respondents hold favorable view of Congress compared to 55% for Social Security Administration).}

For rule-of-law theorists like Fuller, the key to agencies’ legitimacy was that they performed different functions than common law courts. In The Morality of Law, Fuller continued to insist that if “adjudication” is to perform its “true” function, it must follow established rules that give litigants the opportunity to offer proof and argument.\footnote{Id. at 55 (50% of respondents hold favorable view of Supreme Court compared to 55% for Social Security Administration).} But he now argued “economic management” was not suited for adjudication,\footnote{See Fuller, supra note 21. The Morality of Law was based on a series of lectures given at Yale Law School in April 1963. Id. at v.} and that using courts procedures to perform managerial functions was “certain to result in
inefficiency, hypocrisy, moral confusion, and frustration.” Fuller thus accepted that, when the scope of state action exceeds the scale of a common law dispute, structural protections other than common law procedure satisfy the rule of law.

Survey data do not reveal how important the administrative rule of law was to popular support for the federal administrative state. But it is difficult to believe that agencies would enjoy the level of support that they presently do if the public thought, like Pound, that agencies’ failure to follow regular procedures is fatal to their legitimacy. In the APA, lawmakers hit upon a model of governance that allowed legal institutions to respond to emerging problems, while providing the protection against arbitrary state action that court procedure aims to ensure.

3. MDL’s Departures from the Administrative Rule of Law

Seen with the benefit of this history, the problem is not that MDL is ad hoc. Rather, it is that MDL lacks structural features that evolved in the administrative context to ensure that state authority is exercised responsibly and consistently with statutory limitations. First, MDL is less accessible to interested parties than the administrative process that proceeds a major agency action. Second, MDL provides fewer opportunities for interested parties to participate in the formulation of new procedures than the administrative process. Lastly, many important procedural decisions are effectively final when they are made.

If past is prologue, these departures from the norms of public administration pose a threat to MDL’s model of resolving large-scale litigation. The history of the federal administrative state shows that neither the delegation of regulatory power nor the development of novel procedure in response to emergent problems is incompatible with dominant conceptions of the rule of law. But that history also shows that delegation without structural checks is not a stable legal and political equilibrium. If rigid adherence to a regular procedural playbook is incompatible with Congress’s objectives in section 1407, the administrative rule of law demands alternate protections to ensure that delegates stay within their statutory authority and exercise their discretion in a reasoned manner. These protections are largely missing in modern MDL.

Just as opponents of federal administration latched onto the “lawlessness” of the administrative process to attack administration in the 1930s and ‘40s, interest groups advancing a deregulatory agenda have latched
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onto the “lawlessness” of the MDL process as a reason to reform it. LCJ, for example, describes itself as a “partnership of leading corporate counsel and defense bar practitioners” that “succeeds by galvanizing corporate and defense practitioners and legal scholars.”294 Its board of directors includes perennial MDL defendants like Merck, Pfizer, and Johnson & Johnson.295 However, the group presents its MDL reform proposals—which are, literally, a defense wish list—as “consensus” solutions to the lack of regular procedure in MDL. In the group’s telling, mandatory disclosure of litigation financing, prohibiting bellwether trials, and the like would “benefit[] all stakeholders by providing the same fairness, clarity and certainty that the [Federal Rules] ensure for all other civil cases.”296

The framing is disingenuous, but it reflects an incisive understanding of MDL’s political vulnerabilities. As mid-20th century politicians realized, unfair procedure invites reform. Defenders of the modern administrative state can respond to charges of unlawfulness by noting that, while agencies are indeed laboratories of procedure, their innovation is structured and constrained by the APA’s guarantees of transparency, participation and reasoned decision-making. Those guarantees are missing in MDL.

IV. ADAPTING MDL TO THE ADMINISTRATIVE RULE OF LAW

Modern multidistrict litigation works in the sense that it allows Article III courts to resolve incredibly complex controversies that could not be resolved through ordinary legal procedure. The tools that MDL uses to accomplish this—delegation of authority to an empowered manager who develops new procedures in response to emergent problems—are basic tools of modern public administration. But while MDL uses the tools of public administration, it is an unusual “administrative” scheme. MDL is administered by Article III judges, and it operates within the legal framework of ordinary civil litigation instead of the Administrative Procedure Act. Because it evolved in parallel with modern administrative law, MDL lacks guarantees of transparency, participation, and ex post review applicable to administrative agencies. As Part III argues, these structural deficits pose the greatest threat to MDL’s model of aggregate litigation.

Thus, the question becomes whether MDL can incorporate aspects of the administrative rule of law that have contributed to the legitimacy of the

modern administrative state. Proposals to subject MDL to a regular rulebook misunderstand section 1407’s objectives and statutory design. Unsurprisingly, they would destroy MDL’s capacity to resolve complex litigation. Other proposals, such as expanded appellate review, are more attentive to MDL’s governance deficits but similarly threaten MDL’s utility as a forum for resolving complex litigation. This tradeoff highlights a basic tension in MDL reform proposals. Reforms that would increase MDL’s accessibility and exposure to ex post review would diminish its capacity to resolve complex disputes.

Drawing on examples from administrative programs, this Part argues that this tension is best addressed through reforms that would improve the transparency, accessibility, and accountability of the MDL process at the transferee-court level. The general model is institutional designs that seek to foster an “internal” separation of powers. Recognizing that many agency functions cannot be controlled through judicial review or political oversight, those structures promote rule-of-law values by arranging internal agency relationships in a way that promotes transparency, participation, and reasoned decision-making. In MDL, similar interventions would address the opacity, inaccessibility, and lack of ex post review by restructuring proceedings in the transferee court.

This Part first explains the problems with proposals to subject MDL to a regular rulebook. It then considers a number of proposals with the potential to improve the transparency, accessibility, and accountability of the MDL system. Finally, the Part zooms out and considers a more basic objection to MDL’s legitimacy: that it goes beyond the authority Congress has granted.

A. The Misguided Quest for MDL Rules

An initial insight from understanding that MDL functions as a system of public administration involves proposals to subject it to a regular procedural rulebook. Once one recognizes MDL’s administrative pedigree, it is obvious why those proposals are misguided.

For example, the “Rules 4 MDLs” project is premised on the assumption that for MDL to be fair, it must be governed by regular procedures like ordinary litigation. The actual proposals that LCJ has put forward stop short of offering a complete rulebook for MDL. But one can imagine what such a rulebook would look like. Rules drafted by the defense bar might require
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plaintiffs to file individual complaints, direct courts to screen complaints through a *Lone Pine* device early in the lifecycle of a litigation, instruct courts to focus on issues such as general causation that could resolve a large number of claims at once, and allow individual cases to be worked up only after general defenses were resolved. If cases survived these screens, bellwether trials would be prohibited, and cases would be remanded within a defined timeframe. This order of battle would ensure that MDLs were resolved in a fair and predictable manner that minimized opportunities for rent-seeking by plaintiff’s leadership.

The difficulty is that this image of litigation is incompatible with section 1407’s design. The statute addresses Congress’s inability to anticipate the procedures needed to resolve complex disputes by delegating authority, first to the JPML and then to the transferee judge. The premise those delegations is that the procedures appropriate to resolve, say, the opioid litigation cannot be defined ex ante. If Congress could anticipate the necessary procedures, it could enact them itself.

At least since *Securities Exchange Commission v. Chenery*, the necessity of such after-the-fact lawmaking has been an accepted feature of federal administrative law. In *Chenery*, the Supreme Court addressed complaints that the SEC had abused its discretion by defining fiduciary duties under the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 through adjudication rather than rulemaking. The Court rejected the argument, reasoning that—

problems may arise in a case which the administrative agency could not reasonably foresee, problems which must be solved despite the absence of a relevant general rule. Or the agency may not have had sufficient experience with a particular problem to warrant rigidifying its tentative judgment into a hard and fast rule. Or the problem may be so specialized and varying in nature as to be impossible of capture within the boundaries of a general rule. In those situations, the agency must retain power to deal with the problems on a case-to-case basis if the administrative process is to be effective.

Although *Chenery* concerned securities regulation, it may as well have been describing MDL. Just as the SEC could not identify all of the activities that might violate the Holding Company Act ex ante, lawmakers could not define procedures needed to resolve, say, the opioid litigation before it occurred. The argument that MDLs should be subject to “clear, uniform rules
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that apply in MDL cases” ignores this problem and the way that section 1407 addresses it.

B. Structural Reforms

Though the impulse to rule-if MDL is misguided, this does not mean that MDL’s reliance on ad hoc procedure-making is not a cause for concern. As Part III showed, MDL’s guarantees of transparency, accessibility, and accountability are far weaker than those that apply to modern administrative agencies. As a prescriptive matter, understanding that MDL operates as a form of public administration teaches that reforms should focus on these structural deficits. While the design of those reforms is ultimately a political question, this part sketches several possible reforms that would better align MDL with the administrative model it builds upon.

1. Transparency

MDL’s first governance shortcoming is its opacity, particularly for transferred plaintiffs and their counsel. Some transferee judges direct lead counsel to develop websites with orders and transcripts. But happenings in other MDLs are inaccessible to anyone who is not willing to spend thousands of dollars on PACER fees and court transcripts. Apart from basic case information, information about MDL outcomes is notoriously difficult to obtain. The terms of aggregate settlements are occasionally made public. But there is no apparent rhyme or reason to the disclosure. Settlement designers often choose to keep settlement terms confidential and file their agreements under seal. Data on common benefit fees, claiming rates, and referral fees is filed under seal if it is collected at all.

As transferee judges increasingly recognize, there is no good reason why basic case information should not be made available to parties and the public. Since 1946, the APA has required agencies to make available basic information about their structure and operations. That information includes “statements of the general course and method by which [the agency’s] functions are channeled and determined,” “rules of procedure,” “substantive rules of general applicability adopted as authorized by law, and statements of general policy or interpretations of general applicability formulated and adopted by the agency.” The APA further provides that “a matter required to be published in the Federal Register and not so published” has no legal
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effect unless a party has notice of the matter and is not prejudiced by its non-publication.305

Following the APA’s model, a publication requirement in MDL would extend to case management orders, transcripts of status conferences, agreements concerning the structure of the litigation, and information about proposed and final settlements. To ensure that all MDLs made the same data available, disclosure requirements would, ideally, be implemented through amendments to section 1407. Of course, the political economy of such amendments is fraught. Absent statutory amendments, the same requirements could also be implemented as best practices, local rules, individual practices, or case management orders.

Disclosure of outcomes data is a more complicated problem. Agencies are subject to a wide range of statutory reporting requirements, which both shape decision-making and allow it to be policed by Congress.306 No such requirements apply to MDL, but parties may have legitimate interests in keeping settlements confidential. Furthermore, MDL practitioners contend that, without the ability to ensure confidentiality, settlement would be more difficult or impossible.307

The design of a reporting scheme that balances these considerations is beyond the scope of this Article.308 But the current system of essentially random disclosure does not reflect a sustainable long-term equilibrium. Performance monitoring is a basic feature of modern administration; the lack of outcomes data makes such monitoring impossible in MDL.

2. Accessibility

MDL’s second broad departure from the structure of modern administration involves the accessibility of its “administrative” process. As described above, the appointment of a leadership structure results in control of the litigation being transferred to court-appointed attorneys. Appointment orders provide varying degrees of protection for non-leads’ control of their
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308 For an idea of the type of information outcome reporting might cover, see U.S. DISTRICT COURT FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA, PROCEDURAL GUIDANCE FOR CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENTS (Dec. 5, 2018) https://www.cand.uscourts.gov/ClassActionSettlementGuidance. Following approval of a class action settlement, the guidance requires class counsel to provide an accounting that reports, inter alia, the number and percentage of claim forms submitted, the average and median recovery per claimant, the largest and smallest amounts paid to class members, the administrative costs, the attorneys’ fees and costs, and the attorneys’ fees in terms of percentage of the settlement fund. Id.
But all accept that appointed leaders are in the driver’s seat. This can result in non-leads’ exclusion from crucial discussions about the structure and resolution of the litigation. At worst, non-leads complain, that they have no role until their clients are presented with a take-it-or-leave-it aggregate settlement.310

The functional parallels between aggregate litigation and public administration have led some scholars to propose that the former incorporate notice-and-comment procedures from public law. For example, Nagareda proposed that an agency such as the Food and Drug Administration be charged with entering a rule that memorialized the terms of an aggregate settlement.311 As he envisioned it, post-settlement rulemaking would provide a stronger legal basis for restructuring parties’ rights and obligations than either class actions or non-class aggregate settlements. Rulemaking would also provide an opportunity for an agency such as the FDA to review and restructure attorney’s fees payment, to align attorneys’ incentives with the long-term interests of the parties who a settlement bound.312

But notice-and-comment is not the only tool in administrative law’s arsenal, nor is it an attractive option for increasing MDL’s transparency. A rulemaking at the conclusion of settlement negotiations would suffer the from the same limitations as a Rule 23 fairness hearing: an outsider with little information about the bargaining process and the settling parties’ resources and risk preferences would be called on to evaluate the fairness of a deal proffered by parties with every incentive to see it approved.313 Earlier comment periods would provide a formal opportunity for non-leads to participate in important litigation decisions. But it is difficult to see how notice-and-comment would map onto decisions involving privileged and confidential information, and even a short comment period would interfere
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with MDL’s capacity to resolve litigation in a timely manner. For instance, if the court had provided a standard 30-day comment period in Deepwater Horizon before approving the use of pleading bundles, the case would have been delayed for weeks if not months as the structure of the pleadings was debated. Add ten or twenty comment periods during the lifespan of a case, and the already-lengthy MDL process would drag out further.

A better model is provided by statutes that impose duties on designated actors to act for the benefit of statutory beneficiaries. For instance, the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) provides that a person “is a fiduciary” with respect to a retirement plan if, among other things, “[h]e exercises any discretionary authority or discretionary control respecting management of such plan or exercises any authority or control respecting management or disposition of its assets.”314 As the Supreme Court has held, an ERISA “fiduciary” is not the same thing as a fiduciary at common law.315 Rather, the statute defines duties specific to the functions that plan fiduciaries perform. Under Title I of ERISA, a fiduciary must “[d]ischarge his duties with respect to a plan solely in the interest of the participants and the beneficiaries and for the exclusive purpose of providing benefits to participants and their beneficiaries, and defraying reasonable expenses of plan administration,” and act “with the care, skill, prudence, and diligence under the circumstances then prevailing that a prudent man acting in a like capacity and familiar with such matters would use in the conduct of an enterprise of a like character and with like aims.”316

Leadership appointment orders in MDL already articulate a similar understanding of leaders’ duties. As shown above, courts enter those orders under FRCPs that give the transferee judge authority to consolidate actions and use special procedures in complex actions. The orders assume that leadership will advance the interests of all consolidated plaintiffs. Implicitly or explicitly, they adopt a model of representation in which leaders are expected to advance the interests of a heterogeneous group of plaintiffs.317

But if appointment orders follow a model of representation with parallels in public law, they do not articulate the implications for leaders’ authority and duties with anything near the specificity of ERISA. On one hand, attorneys appointed to MDL leadership positions have greater freedom of action than class counsel formally possess. Under the Supreme Court’s decisions in Amchem and Ortiz, a single attorney may not make trade-offs
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among class members who seek different, incompatible outcomes from a litigation.\textsuperscript{318} That limitation follows from the model of representation the class action is premised upon: a class representative is only permitted to act on behalf of class members because she “possess[es] the same interest and suffer the same injury” as the class.\textsuperscript{319} In contrast, MDL leadership appointment orders do not assume that plaintiffs want essentially the same thing. Instead, they give leadership limited control over non-leads’ claims to overcome the collective action problems that would otherwise prevent cases from progressing toward resolution. Thus, like an ERISA fiduciary or trustee, MDL leaders have authority to make reasonable tradeoffs among the parties for whom they perform common benefit work. Even the most basic functions performed by leadership—\textit{e.g.}, selecting one case over another as a focus for discovery—require such tradeoffs.

The corollary is that MDL leaders have obligations to \textit{engage} with “class members” that do not apply to class counsel. Without interacting with consolidated plaintiffs, leaders cannot know the nature of their claims, what they hope to accomplish from the litigation, or their capacity to contribute to its prosecution. Accordingly, Elizabeth Cabraser and Samuel Issacharoff observe that in the Deepwater Horizon, Volkswagen, and NFL Concussion MDLs, plaintiffs “contact[ed] class counsel frequently, [made] demands for consumer service, [were] frequently represented by independent counsel, and have points of intermediate organization on Facebook or Twitter that allow[ed] them to function more like a group.”\textsuperscript{320} These were “gold plated” MDLs prosecuted by leading plaintiffs’ attorneys. In less prominent cases, non-leads complain that this level of engagement is missing.\textsuperscript{321}

The appropriate policy intervention is to better define leaders’ duties and responsibilities along the lines suggested here. That is, appointment orders should explicitly recognize leaders do not have the same obligations as class counsel and that, because of this, they have heightened duties to engage with plaintiffs for whom they perform common benefit work. In essence, the proposal is to require something like the model of interactive representation that Cabraser and Issacharoff contend already applies in gold-standard MDLs. Like the transparency reforms sketched above, the proposal would
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ideally be implemented through legislation or rulemaking, though less formal implementation mechanisms could be used in the interim.\textsuperscript{322}

There remains the question of remedy: if leaders violate their duty to include non-lead counsel in decision-making, what is the appropriate remedy? Commenters generally assume that violations of leadership’s duties will be brought to the attention of the transferee judge who will take corrective action—the procedure followed in the GM ignition switch litigation.\textsuperscript{323} But a better approach might be to route complaints to a special master or an arbitrator identified at the outset of the litigation. Compared to routing complaints to the transferee judge, doing so would provide greater protection for confidential information and less distraction from the central work of an MDL.

3. Accountability

MDL’s final departure from the structure of public administration involves the opportunities for ex post review of the transferee judge’s decisions. As explained above, the final judgment rule bars appeals of interlocutory case-management decisions.\textsuperscript{324} Due to the unique settlement dynamics in large MDLs, those decisions are effectively immune from ex post review, a contrast with the broad availability of judicial review in administrative programs.\textsuperscript{325}

a. \textit{Ex post review}. – The most obvious policy intervention would be to relax the final judgment rule and allow more interlocutory decisions to be appealed to the court of appeals. Thus, Pollis proposes “a right of immediate appellate review in MDLs from interlocutory orders that raise important issues of unsettled law (or departures from settled law) and that are potentially dispositive of a significant number of the consolidated cases.”\textsuperscript{326}

\textsuperscript{322} The selection of MDL leadership provides another opportunity to open up the MDL process to non-lead counsel and their clients. Elizabeth Burch argues that “judges need to employ truly competitive processes in appointing lead lawyers” as opposed to relying on consensus slates. To accomplish this, Burch recommends that judges elicit information about: (1) counsel’s role in past MDLs and the outcomes of those litigations; (2) “structural conflicts” between plaintiffs that are likely to arise in the course of the litigation; (3) plans for financing the litigation; and (4) counsel’s relationship with third-party vendors. Burch, supra note 10, at 162-63. She proposes that judges appoint steering committees with “five to six members who are not like-minded,” and appoint a special master who can receive objections to attorneys or leadership slates in confidence. \textit{Id.} at 138. Burch’s proposals aim to mitigate the agency-cost problems that have preoccupied class action scholarship for decades. By providing an opportunity for consolidated plaintiffs to weigh in the selection of their leaders and furnish information to the transferee court, the proposals also make MDL more accessible to consolidated plaintiffs.

\textsuperscript{323} See, e.g., Silver, supra note 79, at 1986; Herman, supra note 250, at 13.

\textsuperscript{324} See supra notes 113-114 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{325} See supra note 256 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{326} Pollis, supra note 26, at 1648.
Others suggest that appeals be allowed in the discretion of the court of appeals.\textsuperscript{327}

Even proposals to provide discretionary review of interlocutory decisions, however, would have a major disruptive effect on MDL’s ability to drive resolutions. In 2018, the median time to resolve an appeal in the federal circuit courts was 8.9 months.\textsuperscript{328} The average MDL teems with important interlocutory decisions, from the selection of lead counsel to the award of common benefit fees. Appeals in even a handful of these matters would compromise MDL’s capacity to resolve mega-litigation in a timely manner.

Proponents of non-discretionary interlocutory appeals argue that this is the price of civilization; to subject MDL to the rule of law, there must be “meaningful” appellate review.\textsuperscript{329} But this conflates the desirability of ex post checks on the exercise of delegated authority with the specific form of ex post review used in ordinary civil litigation. When MDL is understood as a form of public administration, it becomes clear that alternative institutional mechanisms would serve the same function with fewer costs for MDL’s capacity to drive resolutions.

One such mechanism would provide for review of transferee judge’s decisions by a panel of judges at the district court level. As noted above, the Social Security Administration has long maintained an internal appeals process that allows claimants to seek review of adverse decision.\textsuperscript{330} The system is more flexible and quicker than judicial review in Article III courts. In recent years, novel analytics programs undertaken by the Social Security Appeals Counsel “have provided information that has led to breakthroughs in how SSA conducts training and gives feedback to staff, which has in turn led to improved productivity and accuracy of work products.”\textsuperscript{331}

A simple model of interlocutory peer review in MDL might subject transferee judges’ decisions to review by a three-judge panel of other transferee judges. Upon application of an interested party, the panel would have authority by majority vote to reconsider the transferee judge’s decisions and exercise all powers of the transferee court. Review would be available for appointment orders, rulings on pre-trial motions, case-structuring decisions,

\textsuperscript{327} Perry Cooper, Consensus on MDL Problems, But Not on Solutions, BLOOMBERG, June 27, 2017 (quoting Professor Maria Glover’s suggestion that the rulemaking committees “import[] the Rule 23(f) discretionary appeal from class action practice into the MDL system to allow for review when the appeals court deems it necessary”), https://news.bloomberg.com/us-law-week/consensus-on-mdl-problems-but-not-on-solutions.
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and any other action taken by the transferee judge. But it would not divest the district court of jurisdiction, nor would proceedings be stayed while the review panel completed its work.

By providing an opportunity for independent review of a transferee judge’s decisions, this model would address complaints about MDL’s insulation from ex post oversight. And it would be far less disruptive than expanding the availability of non-discretionary interlocutory appeals.

b. Settlement review. – Another intriguing proposal seeks to increase private oversight of settlements that emerge from MDL consolidations. Focusing on settlements where plaintiffs appear to be sold out by common benefit counsel, Andrew Bradt and Theodore Rave propose that judges publicly opine on the fairness of non-class aggregate settlements. According to Bradt and Rave, “[t]he MDL judge just needs to force the disclosure of enough information so that the individual claimants can decide for themselves whether their lawyers are doing a good job at protecting the claimants’ interests.”

At first glimpse, the Bradt/Rave proposal seems to address one of the most glaring governance deficits in MDL. The decision to accept or reject an aggregate settlement is one of the few junctures at which leadership’s decisions are put to a market test. Yet as Bradt and Rave observe, parties who have not been actively involved in the prosecution of the action often lack sufficient information to make an informed decision about whether to take the settlement. The proposal aims to provide a richer information base for non-lead counsel and plaintiffs they represent to decide whether to participate in aggregate settlement. In so doing, the proposal promises improved oversight of leadership’s work.

But these benefits are only as strong as the advice that the transferee judge renders, and it is not likely to be good. To see why, one can divide settlements into two categories: (1) those where the district judge plays an active role in settlement negotiations, and (2) those where the judge is not involved in settlement negotiations but is asked to facilitate a deal that was negotiated by an MDL’s leadership.

In type 1 settlements, the incentives for the judge to serve as a trusted “information intermediary” are not present. Where a managerial judge pushes parties to settle, the Bradt/Rave proposal puts the judge in the position of

332 Bradt & Rave, supra note 28.
333 Id. at 1298.
334 These categories are of course points on a spectrum, not mutually exclusive alternatives.
evaluating her own work product. Having driven the settlement, the judge is unlikely to decide that it is fatally flawed.

In contrast, the judge in a type 2 settlement does not sit in judgment of her own work. But she faces the same information deficit that has frustrated judicial review of class action settlements for decades. A judge who did not participate in settlement negotiations has not seen client inventories and damages models. She is not privy to the financial position of the parties and their attorneys. She does know their preference or tolerance for risk. In short, the reviewing judge approaches the settlement from the same perspective as an informed outsider like a law professor or professional objector. She can evaluate the settlement’s general features but depends on leadership to explain its logic.

If settlement review is unlikely to solve the information problems that prevent plaintiffs from effectively checking the actions of MDL leadership, what is? The need for judges to weigh in on a settlement arises from the practical control that MDL leaders exercise over settlement negotiations. As argued above, the most promising proposal for bringing non-lead counsel into the MDL is to better define and enforce leadership’s duties to plaintiffs and non-lead counsel. A judge who may have been out of practice for decades is unlikely to have a good sense of case valuation or the fairness of deal structures. An attorney with live clients is. With better representation throughout the litigation, the need for an “information forcing” judge at the settlement stage is diminished.

C. The Question of Statutory Authority

The reforms sketched in the preceding section would bring MDL closer to the structure of administrative programs where a delegate devises novel procedures to overcome problems that could not be addressed through ex ante lawmaking. Yet even if policymakers implemented all of these reforms, MDL remains subject to a more fundamental criticism: that transferee judges exceed the authority granted by section 1407 and the Federal Rules. This is a different and more basic objection than the complaint that MDL’s structure is inconsistent with the “administrative” rule of law. The objection is not that the system operates unfairly but that it is ultra vires.

335 See supra note 313.
336 See Mullenix, supra note 133, at 553 (lawyers manipulate MDL “to accomplish ends the mechanism was never intended to perform”); Redish & Karaba, supra note 132, at 132 (MDL consolidation was “originally envisioned as a temporary transfer to facilitate convenience and avoid duplicative discovery” but has become a “black hole”); id. at 154 (“While MDL promises respect for the individual day in court, it delivers only a ‘Wild West’ form of rough group justice, on the court-appointed steering committee’s terms.”).
Like the administrative programs it emulates, however, MDL draws upon broad delegations of statutory authority. Section 1407 provides that the JPML may transfer cases pending in different district courts to a single court “for coordinated or consolidated pretrial proceedings.” Pursuant to the Rules Enabling Act, the scope of “pretrial proceedings” in the transferee court is defined by the FRCPs. The Rules, in turn, expressly authorize district courts to control the timing and scope of motion practice discovery, to dispose of cases through motion practice and settlement, and to manage their trial calendar. Furthermore, Rule 16 authorizes the district court to “adopt[] special procedures for managing potentially difficult or protracted actions that may involve complex issues, multiple parties, difficult legal questions, or unusual proof problems.”

These authorities authorize many of the practices that critics contend are ultra vires. First, they authorize the case-by-case procedural development that this Article has argued defines modern MDL. This point was central to the Fifth Circuit’s decision in Center for Biological Diversity v. BP American Production Co., which upheld the use of pleading bundles in the Deepwater Horizon litigation. There, the appellant argued that the MDL court’s refusal to create a separate pleading bundle for its claims violated the citizen-suit provisions of three federal environmental statutes, and “resulted in a de facto dismissal of those claims.” Quoting Rule 16, the court of appeals answered that “[t]he Federal Rules of Civil Procedure specifically contemplate that in complex matters the district court may adopt ‘special procedures for managing potentially difficult or protracted actions that may involve complex issues, multiple parties, difficult legal questions, or unusual proof problems.’” The litigation “present[ed] an exceedingly complex matter, consisting of hundreds of individual cases and tens of thousands of claimants.” The court concluded: “In the face of this daunting litigation, and given the ‘broad grant of authority’ to the district court, we perceive no error in those aspects of the court’s management of the MDL that are involved in this case.”

---
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As the Fifth Circuit’s discussion shows, the question in a challenge to MDL’s procedural ad hocery is whether a novel procedure is grounded in a source of court or party-rulemaking power. Often, the answer will be yes. The broad authority that the rules give to parties and district courts provide formal authority for much of MDL’s procedural innovation.

Second, MDL’s enabling statutes authorize the common practice of “managing to resolution”—i.e., retaining jurisdiction over transferred cases until it is clear that the MDL is incapable of resolving transferred cases. To be sure, section 1407’s remand clause provides that transferred actions “shall be remanded by the panel at or before the conclusion of such pretrial proceedings to the district from which it was transferred unless it shall have been previously terminated.” But it defies logic to say that a clause that explicitly recognizes the possibility that a transferred action “shall have been previously terminated” opposes pre-trial resolution.

If complaints about courts’ exercise of ultra vires authority generally miss the mark, the exception is practice of awarding common benefit fees to MDL leadership. From the early days of MDL, transferee courts recognized that they would need to appoint lead counsel to overcome collective action problems in cases with hundreds or thousands of parties. But there is no authority in section 1407 to rewrite contingent-fee contracts, and the allocation of attorney’s fees is almost certainly “substantive” for purposes of the Rules Enabling Act, taking the issue out of Rule 16. As Geoffrey Miller and Charles Silver show, equitable doctrines that courts have invoked to reallocate attorney’s fees are a shaky foundation for the practice.

On the whole, however, most MDL procedures can be justified under section 1407 and the Enabling Act. When MDL is seen as a form of public administration, this should come as no surprise. Because Congress has delegated broadly, the most serious objections to the legitimacy of public administrative agencies have focused on agency structure rather than the formal authority conferred by Congress. MDL operates under similar delegations and invites the same objections.

347 See In re Air Crash Disaster, 549 F.2d 1006, 1013 (5th Cir. 1977).
350 Silver & Miller, supra note 348, at 120-21. But see Burch, supra note 10, at 147-48 (arguing that quantum meruit principles authorize the award of common benefit fees under certain conditions).
CONCLUSION

In recent years, it has become common for litigation crises to be resolved through billion-dollar settlements that resulted from MDL consolidations.\footnote{See, e.g., David Shepardson, U.S. Appeals Court Upholds Volkswagen’s $10 Billion Diesel Settlement, REUTERS (July 8, 2018), https://www.reuters.com/article/us-volkswagen-emissions/u-s-appeals-court-upholds-volkswagens-10-billion-diesel-settlement-idUSKBN1JZ21G; Federal Judge Approves NFL Concussion Settlement, ASSOCIATED PRESS, July 7, 2014, http://www.nfl.com/news/story/id2000000363672/article/federal-judge-approves-nfl-concussion-settlement.} As MDL developed into a powerful mechanism for enforcing state and federal regulatory policy, critics charged that its ad hoc procedure was incompatible with the rule of law. If accurate, those charges would mean that a central and increasingly important component of the federal court system is illegitimate. But attacks on MDL misconceive what it is. In terms of statutory objectives, institutional design, and the way it operates, MDL is best understood as a form of hybrid public administration that mixes tools of ordinary civil litigation with tools of public administration. As such, MDL is properly evaluated through the lens of the “administrative” rule of law that evolved in the decades following World War II and which underpins the legitimacy of the modern administrative state.

Approaching MDL as a form of public administration does not eliminate concerns about its compliance with the rule of law. But it shows that critics’ focus on MDL’s ad hocery is misplaced. The greatest threat to MDL’s legitimacy is the absence of structural features—guarantees of transparency, participation, and ex post review—that played a key role in building popular and legal support for the modern administrative state. Whether MDL continues to be the preeminent forum for addressing intractable legal problems depends in large part on whether it is able to incorporate those features.